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Located on Deerfield Road is Allenstown's original railroad station
situated along what was once the Suncook Valley Line. Now the home
of Armand & Claudette Verville, the structure is reminiscent of the

Infamous Blueberry Express that ran from Barnstead to Concord
transporting lumber, milk and of course, blueberries. The express
made its last run in 1952 giving way to modern transportation. The
Verville's proudly display an "Allenstown" sign on the North side of
their home just as the depot did during its heyday.
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of the selectmen and treasurer together with the reports of
the road agent, fire chief, police chief, code enforcement
officer, welfare director and other officers of the town of
Allenstown, New Hampshire for the fiscal year ending:
2i,&c£,nzljEZ SI,

2001
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brave Firefighters, Police and Emergency Medical Personnel
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lPoLLce

1

JB,a4t/2£4d <:::Afumt£xy.
485-9202
485-9500

HlgKway Depautnaent

Tax ColUctoc
Town Hall

485-4276
485-4276

Library
Tov<n Clerk

WGlface Depai'tnaent
PembcolcG WatGf Wovks
•Emecgencles

485-7321

SgWgi' Conamlsslon

485-3362''

Comnaimlty Action

228-2594

Zoning /Planning

485-9574

Acm.and Diipont

485-4474

Supt. of Sckools

485-5187

Flue Station
Polix:e

Station

485-5460
485-4276

Building Depat-tnaent

485-7651

485-4276

485-5600
485-7824
485-4276

dzichooL J^£,tiaztin£,nt:
Allenstown Elementary

Penabroke

Academy

485-7881

LJotvn cJfaLL
Business koiirs fou tke following dGpai'tnxents

9:00am

Is

Monday

Selectnaen's Office, Assessing OfficG, Biilldlng/Code

Tax

tncoiigk Friday,

- 2:00pm,»

Enforcement Department,

Collectors Office, Welfare Offtce " by appointment only
•Tax ColLectoi' also open Moiaday e^Jenings 6:00 - 8:00

Jlanafdl
Tuesdays V Tkursdays 7:00am " 10:00am., Saturdays 8:00am

-

4:00pm

MLbxaiu
Moixdoy
l:00pm-5:00pm
7:00pm-9:00pm

Moiiday
8:30am-l:00pm
3:00pm-7:00pm

Tuesday
10:00am-Noon
l:00pm-5:00pna
7:0C)pm-9:00pm

Tuesday
8:30am-l:00pm
3:00pm-5:00pm

Tkiirsday

10:00am-Noon

Ecldoy
l:00pm-8:00pm

l:00pm-5:00pm

Wed nesday
8:30am-l:00pm
3:00pm-5:00pm

Tkiirsdoy
8:30am-3:00pm

Oovan OffiLOEXiJpoaxd or cSeLsabnen,
Artkuc G. Houle
Benjamin C. Fontaine,

Jc.

Sandra A. McKenney

60 Sckool Street

485-7296

195 Gcanite Stceet

485"8006

22

czrfaminittxatiuE.

Main

485-7187

Stceet

c:rri.i,ii,ian.t

Da^ld M. cJodoLR
AcLmlnlstrativJe Secretary

nGniiette Glrard
Corcoran Associates

Assessor

Assessing Clerk

Penny

Building Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer
Fire Cklef

Lissa Dorfnaan

Deputy

ToiLckette

Albert Dionne

Robert Martin

Fire Cklef/Flre Pres?entlon Officer

Librarian

Georgette Plourde

Moderator

Eugene

Police Cklef

James McGonigle
James Bois*;ert
Donna Meadows
Edward Cyr

Rood Agent

Tax Collector/ Welfare
Town Clerk

EXrector/Healtk Officer

Treasurer

Vallee, Jr.

Diane Denaers
5eWer Commissioners
James Rodger
Doi\ald HeDGft
cJeff

McNamara

Library Trustees
Vlulen Doane
Vlckl Kneeland
Rose Bergeron

Supervisors of tke CkeckUst

Louise Letendre

Guy Dukaime
Donald

Trustee of tke TcustJFunds

Edgar McKenney
Lorraine

Mondoux

Gabriel Daneault

Berge^jin

^-PLanninq JBoaza

^am£i an.

cRpaqEx, Cnai'iman. \j£xm Sx. 4/1/04
FIgLcI, OGccetary " Resigned

KeniietK,

Robert Lee,

Teum

ex. 4/1/04

McKeiiney, Teum Ex. 4/1/03
Rick Gendreaii, Teem, Ex. 4/1/02

EcLgat-

Marcel

LascelLe,

Term

Ex. 4/1/04

Artkiic HoiiLe, Selectmen s Rep.

.jLoninq

Jpoazd or c/jrujuiimsni

anitkuz G. Jlcuffion, CnaLxman \jExm Ex-t^lllos
MicKael Toiickette, Term Ex. 4/1/04
Herm,an Dees, Teem Ex. 4/1/02
Biirnkam Gaff, Teem, Ex. 4/1/03
Ckeeyl Trinity, Term Ex. 4/1/02
Lois Gagne, Alternate Term. Ex. 4/1/03
Lissa Dorfnvan, lecnnical Advisor

Lxynisxuaiion. Coniniii.i.ion

iSazak iJlatzaqan, (^haLzman - i^f^eiLqnea
Roland Martel, Term Ex. 4/1/02

Mark

Diirgin,

Term, Ex. 4/1/03
Term, Ex. 4/1/04

Gabriel Daneaiilt

,

J^auia Sabon, dnaLzman IJazm

Sx..

Benjanain E. Fontaine, <Jr Selectmen
Loii Conley, School Boavd Rep.
,

\jE.ztn

ExJ2ization

2002

Gabriel Daneaiilt

Eugene

Vallee, Jr.

Egan
Robin Haas (McAfee)
Colin

[pEzm SxhizaHon 200^
Robin Pelletier

Don

"

Resigned

Bergev?in

Carol Ango>A)ski

Z003
's

Rep.

\j£.zm Sxjiixation

2004

Henriette V. Girard

Jennifer Morin
Karen Gendreaii
Jesse Rodger

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION

MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P. O. BOX 487
CONCORD, NH 03302-0487

For assistance

call: (603)

271-2687

SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Form MS-1

CITY/TOWN

ALLENSTOWN

of

for

2001
MERRIMACK

IN

COUNTY

CERTIFICATION
This

is

information provided

to certify that the

knowledge and

belief.

PRINT NAMES OF

RSA

Benjamin
Beniamm

E. Fontaine,

Sandra A.

McKennev

City/Town

TELEPHONE

A, ^y»^
/?e-<gy?vt<>.^-^ (^(
/<^e-<gy?vt<.>.^^
^a.-c^'~<
i'/tc/u.i^'^
i^ CV/tL
.f^^^A/Y/?-^

#

correct to the best of our

(Sign in ink)

i<z^

Jr.

\'^\C>

is

SIGNATURES OF city/town OFFICIALS*

Arthur G. Houle. Chairman

i

report was taken from the official records and

OFFICIALS

city/town

Date Signed:

in this

21-J:34

JJ^^

/^>^'=^y^<7^Z7^

*Check one; Selectmen

\

Due

(603)485-4276

date:

September

Assessors

1

,

2001

Complete the above required certification by inserting the name of the city/town officials, the date on which the certificate is signed,
and have the majoril}' of the members of the board of selectmen/assessing officials sign in ink (RSA 41:15 & Rev. Ride 105.02).

REPORTS REQUIRED: RSA

21-J:34 as amended, provides for certification of valuations, appropriations, estimated revenues and such

other information as the Department of

NOTE: The

RSA

75:7. Please complete

all

applicable pages and refer to the instructions (pages 7 thru 12) provided for individual items.

FORM MUST BE RECEIVED BV DRA NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER

1st

TO AVOID LATE FILING PENALTIES. (RSA 21-J:34 &

RETURN THIS SIGNED AND COMPLETED INVENTORY FORM TO:
ADMINISTRATION, MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION, PO BOX 487, CONCORD, NH
Contact Person:

David Jodoin
(Print/type)

Note

for that purpose.

values and figures provided represent the detailed values that are used in the city/towns tax assessments and sworn to uphold

under Oath per

THIS

Revenue Administration may require upon forms prescribed

office hours:

See Instructions beginning on page 7 of

this set as

needed.

NH

36.)

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

03302-0487.

LAND
BUILDINGS

.

9a.

MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES

(Carried forward from page 2 line

for your municipality.

9.)

This figure will be used for calculating the total equalized value

UTILITY SUMMARY:
List by individual

pipeline, water

SECTION

ELECTRIC, GAS, OIL, PIPELINE,

company/legal entity the valuation of operating plants employed

and petroleum products. Include

A: LIST

ONLY

the

in the

names of the companies

listed

ELECTRIC COMPANIES. GENERATING PLANTS. ETC

(Attach additional sheet if needed.)

(See Instruction # 4)

WATER & SEWER

RSA

83-F

production, distribution and transmission of electricity, gas

on the Instruction Sheets.

(See Instruction # 3)

SECTION

C:

TOTAL VALUATION OF ALL OTHER UTILITY COMPANIES NOT LISTED

IN

2001

VALUATION
SECTION A OR SECTION

TAX CREDITS

B.

(Attach additional sheet with detail listing

and check

this

box

)

ELDERLY EXEMPTION REPORT - RSA
NUMBER OF APPLICANTS WITH INITIAL
APPLICATION FOR ELDERLY EXEMPTION FOR

72:39-a

TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED AN ELDERLY EXEMPTION
FOR THE CURRENT YEAR & TOTAL AMOUNT OF EXEMPTION GRANTED

CURRENT YEAR

AMOUNT PER

AGE

AGE

INDIVIDUAL

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
EXEMPTION AMOUNT

TOTAL ACTUAL
EXEMPTION AMOUNT

65-74

$ 5,000

65-74

29

$145,000

$144,000

75-79

$10,000

75-79

18

$180,000

$178,700

80 +

$20,000

80 +

20

$400,000

$392,400

TOTAL

67

$ 725.000

$715,100

CURRENT USE REPORT

-

RSA

79-A

OTHER CURRENT USE

TOTAL # ACRES RECEIVING
CURRENT USE ASSESSMENT

TOTAL # OF
ACRES

STATISTICS

FARM LAND

138.16

RECEIVING 20% RECREATION ADJUSTMENT

FOREST LAND

2016.84

REMOVED FROM CURRENT USE DURING
CURRENT YEAR

FOREST LAND

with

DOCUMENTED
STEWARDSHIP

TOTALS

UNPRODUCTIVE LAND

204.67

WET LAND

677.00

TOTAL # OF OWNERS

TOTAL

3036.67

TOTAL

#

IN

OF PARCELS

CURRENT USE

IN

CURRENT USE

CONSERVATION RESTRICTION ASSESSMENT REPORT

-

RSA

79-B

69
129

196.67

TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
MINUTES OF DELIBERATIVE SESSION ON

To

2/10/01

Town of Allenstown, in the County of Merrimaclc, New Hampshire,
Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the AUenstown Elementary

the inhabitants of the

qualified to vote in

School in said AUenstown on Saturday, February 10, 2001
transacting

March

13,

2001 between 8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

officers, vote

at

10:00 a.m. for the purpose of

business other than voting by official ballot and thereafter to meet on Tuesday,

all

on zoning

articles

and to vote on

at

all

the St. John the Baptist Parish Hall, to elect

warrant articles from the

first

session by

official ballot.

The meeting was

called to order

on Saturday, February

Moderator Eugene Vallee. There were 53 registered voters

10,

2001

at

10:00 a.m. by

The Pledge of

in attendance.

Allegiance was recited. The Moderator introduced the people seated up front and discussed the
guidelines for the meeting.

Article

To choose

1.

Article

Article

1

will be voted

Shall the

2.

the necessary

Town

Town

Officers for the ensuing year.

on Tuesday March

13,

2001.

of AUenstown raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not

including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the

amounts

set forth

on the Budget posted with the Warrants, for the purpose

set therein, totaling

$2,498,982. Should this article be defeated the operating budget shall be $2,439,624, which
the

same

body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with
up the issue of a revised operating budget only.

or the governing
to take

NOTE:

This warrant

warrant

article.

article (operating

is

Town

of by law

RSA 40:13, X

and XVI,

as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the

budget) does not include appropriations in

ANY other

A motion was made by David Eaton and seconded by Richard Morin to accept Article 2
as read. A motion was made by Henriette Girard and seconded by Mike Ortisi to go line item.
Motion

to

go

line item passed.

The Moderator read

the expense accounts line by line. Henriette Girard asked

planning and zoning had increased. Art Houle stated that
there

was a

it

was

for the

NEA

why

the

consultant and that

set-off amount in the revenue section.

A Motion was made by Don Peloquin and seconded by Mike Ortisi to let Chief
McGonigle speak and passed. Chief McGonigle stated that the purchase of a cruiser is included
in the Police line

item and $40,000 for the

DARE program. He

13

stated that the Police

Department

presently had 10 officers and 6 cruisers.
vehicle, this year,

ended

in

He

which had 136,000 miles.

stated he intended to replace cruiser #4, a

When

1994

asked, he stated that the grant for two officers

2002.

The question was asked how many buildings had been inspected last year. A motion was
made by Mike Ortisi and seconded by Jennifer Morin to let the building inspector, Lisa Dorfman,
speak. The building inspector stated that many improvements and alterations, including
commercial, had been inspected and that there were funds offsetting this expense in the revenue
section.

The question was asked
Chief Verville stated

that

it

as to the reason for the increase in the Fire

Department budget.

included increases in salaries and vehicle maintenance.

The Parks and Recreation budget was discussed and Richard Haas stated that last year
AUenstown sent $6,000 to Pembroke for 40 children to attend the summer program for 5 weeks
and that he was hoping to open the summer program for 8 to 9 weeks this summer with the
program being held in AUenstown for up to 100 children, which is the number allowed with the
of occupancy.

certificate

He

stated that the recreation

program

started with nothing

and

that the

volunteers had worked very hard and that funds were presently needed to continue developing

new

programs. The Recreation Department presently has two mowers and a pick-up truck, a
phone with two lines, one new computer and seven arcades. Also, it was mentioned that the fuel
and electricity costs were more than anticipated. There was a general discussion on grants and
that AUenstown needed a Master Plan to apply for grants. Mr. Haas stated that they were trying
to

develop ballfields on seven acres of land on River Road.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Rich Gendreau to add $17,000 to the
bottom

line so that the

To

Article 3.

see if the

$2,498,982 amount would be changed to $2,515,982. Passed.

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of $22,525

for the

purpose of replacing firefighter protective clothing. The Selectmen and Budget Committee

recommend

this appropriation.

A motion was made by Don Peloquin and seconded by Richard Verville to accept Article
3 as read

Article

and passed.

4.

To

see if the

Town

will raise

and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the purpose of

replacing Communications Antennas and communications equipment for the

The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend

A motion was made by

new

fire station.

this appropriation.

Richard Verville and seconded by Jennifer Morin to accept

Article 4 as read and passed.

5. to see if the Town of AUenstown will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
withdraw the sum of $225,000 from the Fire Department Capital Reserve for the purchase of a

Article

14

New Pumper/Tanker with all
Committee recommend

communications equipment. The Selectmen and Budget

this appropriation.

A motion was made by Richard Verville and seconded by Arthur Lawson to accept
Article 5 as read. A motion was made by Richard Verville and seconded by Don Peloquin to
raise the

amount of $225,000 to $250,000 for the purchase of one truck. There was a discussion
was $280,000 in capital reserve for the purchase of fire apparatus. When

that there presently

asked. Chief Verville stated that

we

presently had four trucks.

was

It

stated that the funds

would

be withdrawn from the capital reserve account and that there would be no tax impact.

Amendment
Article

passed.

To

6.

see if the

Town

will vote to establish a part-time Recreation Director position

and

sum of $1 1,500 to fund the position for he next fiscal year
2001 said sum represents the cost of wages and other related

vote to raise and appropriate the

begiiming on or about April

expenses

to include Social

1,

;

Security/Medicare payments for nine months. The approximate

starting hourly range is being

proposed

at

$10.00

$12.00.

-

The

position

would be established as
summer months and

an approximate 20-hour per week position with additional hours during the
as needed. If approved, the cost of the

new

part-time Director

would be proposed

funding periods entirely within the operating budget for the ensuing calendar
in

for

12-month

fiscal years starting

2002. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by David Eaton to accept Article 6 as
read. Richard

Haas spoke

in favor

of passing

this article

skateboard park and the grant funds received by the

To

Article 7.

see if the

Town

attachments.

of Pembroke.

of Allenstown will vote to raise and appropriate the

$52,500 for the purchase of a new 1-ton truck with

dump body

and a general discussion ensued on a

Town

all

The Selectmen and Budget

sum of

associated equipment to include plow and

Corrmiittee

recommend

this appropriation.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Art Lawson to accept Article
read.

It

was

stated that this

To

Article 8.

see if the

amount was not from a

Town

agreement with an additional
buildings for use by the

7 as

capital reserve account.

will vote to authorize the

Selectmen

five year option period for the

to enter into a five year lease

purpose of leasing land and

Town. Said land and building is approximately 2,304 square feet and is
The Board of Selectmen shall be further authorized to negotiate such

located at 68 School Street.

other normal, standard and customary lease terms as they

Town. The

total cost

of rent under the lease from

May

1,

deem

to be in the best interest of the

2001 through December 31, 2005

estimated at $117,504.

5

Estimated Lease Appropriation

Year-Lease

May

1,2001

January 1,2002
January

1

,

2003

January

1

,

2004

-December
-December
-December
- December

31, 2001

zero dollars

3 1,2002

$28,800

31,

2003

$28,800

3

2004

$29,952

1

,

15

is

1

January

1

,

2005

-

December

3

1

2005

.

$29.952

$117,504 for 5 year
5 Year-Lease Option

January

1

,

2006

total

Estimated Lease Appropriation
-

December 31,2010

$3 1

1

,

04 per year

($155,520 for 5 year

The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend

this

warrant

total)

article.

A motion was made by Jennifer Morin and seconded by

Ben Fontaine to accept Article 8
was stated that the plan was to move the town offices and police department to the
Mike Ortisi asked whether the town had looked into installing an elevator at the present

as read.

It

facility.

location so that the three floors could be utilized. Peter Viar stated that this had not been looked
into.

Robert Girard spoke in favor of preparing the Master Plan. Chief McGonigle spoke in

favor of leasing the

new

and

facility

that his

department would do a better job

discussion ensued on the cost of renovations for the
there

would be some funds

Article

9.

Option

to

To

see if the

in the

Tovm

Town will

Town Tax Map

leased facility and

it

in

many ways.

was

A

stated that

Clerk's budget to accomplish the renovations.

vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate an

purchase the entire property

Allenstown

new

109, Lot

1

known
.

as 66-68 School Street

and identified by the

Said property contains the leased premise (in Article 8)

and a separate two-story building. The estimated cost for the purchase
decision to exercise the Purchase Option would require approval

at

is

$300,000. The

a subsequent

Town

Meeting.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Ben Fontaine to accept Article 9 as
read and passed.

Article 10.

To

No

discussion.

see if the

Town will

preliminary engineering design

Townhouse Road, Granite

vote to raise and appropriate the

work

Street,

sum of $5,420

for

improvements affecting the town road areas of
Lane and River Road. Said work would include

for drainage

Meadow

wetland identification, boundary surveying and a topographical survey within the project area.

The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend

this appropriation.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Ben Fontaine to accept Article

1

as

read and passed.

Article 11.

To

see if the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of $220,000

reconstruction of Granite Street to include any necessary engineering costs and
associated costs.

not recommend

The Selectmen recommend

this appropriation.

all

for the

other

The Budget Committee does

this appropriation.

A motion was made by Jim Boisvert and seconded by Jennifer Morin to accept Article
as read.

A motion was made by Jim Boisvert and seconded by

of $220,000

to

Jennifer

Morin

to

1

change the sum

$20,000 for the purpose of beginning the reconstruction of Granite Street to

include any necessary engineering costs and

all

other associated costs. Jim Boisvert stated that at

16

amount needed was not

this point the

amended

at

and that he was still in the beginning stage of
The Budget Committee approved this Article as

certain

assessing the project. Passed as amended.

a meeting.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed
Highway Department Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.
Article 12.
in the

A motion was made by Jim Boisvert and seconded by Gerard Lavoie to accept Article

12

as read.

Article 13.

To

see if the

Town

and appropriate the sum of $500 to be placed in
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this

will vote to raise

the Fire Cistern Capital Reserve Fund.

appropriation.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Art Houle to accept Article
read.

It

was

stated that this

was an

13 as

existing fund.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 to be placed
Highway Garage Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.

Article 14.
in the

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Art Lawson to accept Article

14 as

read.

Article 15.
in the

To

see if the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of $20,000 to be placed
recommend this

Recreation Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee

appropriation.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded Jennifer Morin to accept Article
read. Richard

Haas

stated that this

sum was mostly

accordance with our lease agreement and also for

Article 16.

To

in the Police

recommend

see if the

Town will

to erect a fence at the

initial

1

5 as

River Road property in

landscaping.

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of $1,000

to be placed

Computers Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
this appropriation.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Art Lawson to accept Article

1

6 as

read.

Article 17.

To

see if the

in the Public Safety

recommend

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

Equipment Capital Reserve Fund.

this appropriation.

17

sum of $1,000

to be placed

The Selectmen and Budget Committee

A

motion was made by Ben Fontaine and seconded by Art Houle

to accept Article

1

7 as

read.

Article 18.
in the

To

Town

see if the

and appropriate the sum of $1,000

will vote to raise

to

be placed

Conservation Commission Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee

recommend

this appropriation.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Robin Pelletier to accept Article

1

8 as

read.

Article 19.
the

To

Tax Map

see if the

Town

will

Vote to

raise

and appropriate the sum of $100

to be placed in

Update Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend

this appropriation.

A motion was made by Madeleine Hartford and seconded by Judy

Silva to accept Article

19 as read.

Article 20.
in the

To

see if the

Town Equipment

recommend

Town

will vote to raise

Capital Reserve Fund.

and appropriate the sum of $1,000

The Selectmen and Budget Committee

motion was made by Jennifer Morin and seconded by Henriette Girard
20 as read.

Article 21.

To

see if the

in the Fire Safety

recommend

be placed

this appropriation.

A
Article

to

Town

will vote to raise

to accept

and appropriate the sum of $1,000

to

be placed

equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and Budget Committee

this appropriation.

A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Art Floule to accept Article 21

as

read.

Article 22. Shall

we

delegate the duties and responsibilities of the cemetery trustees to the

Board of Selectmen?
It

was

stated that this

was just

to give

back the responsibilities

Article 23. Shall the provisions for voting by official ballot on

Allenstown,

(By
(If

NH, under RSA

Petition)

all

to the Selectmen.

issues before the Tovra of

40:13 be limited to election of officers and certain other questions?

(A 3/5-majority vote

is

required to pass.)

approved, this action will rescind the Official Ballot Law, also

known

as Senate Bill 2 for the

Town only).
It

was

stated that there

was a hearing Monday, February

Hall.
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12,

2001,

at

7:00 p.m. at

Town

To

Article 24.

Town

see if the

will vote to require the

evaluation book that will be sorted on
building evaluation, and

total.

name and

Board of Selectmen

to print a property

include address, lot size with evaluation,

This book will include the

new and

old evaluation and

list all

abatements to property evaluations in the back of the book. This petition will require selectmen
to

Upon passage of this petition,
November when applicable. (By

this

on any major update and mail

to all property

owners.

book

will be printed within 45 days

and each year

in

do

this

Petition)

Peter Viar stated that if this passes,

it

will strictly be advisory.

A motion was made by

Robert Girard and seconded by Oscar Pelletier to take a ten minute break

at

A

reconvene

motion was made by Gerard Lavoie and seconded by Robert Girard

Attorney Bedard stated that his advice was that
since there

no appropriation

is

in the article.

if the article passes,

If the article is defeated,

motion was made by Gabrielle Daneault and seconded by Mike

To

follows:

see if the

Town

will vote to require the

valuation book that will be sorted on

it

name and

to

12:25 p.m. Passed.

becomes
it

Ortisi to

p.m.

discretionary,

will not be

Board of Selectmen

at 12:35

amend

an

issue.

Article

A

24 as

to print a property

include address, lot size with valuation, building

2000 updated values and 1999 values and to
further see if the Town will appropriate $2,000 for this purpose and print as many books as
$2,000 will allow. Article 24 amended.

book

valuation, and total. This

Article 25.

To

see if the

Town

sign that stops traffic going

will include the

will vote to require the

down

intersection of Al's Ave. and Notre

It

was

stated that the

article pass since

To

Article 26.

Dame

Ave. (By Petition)

Selectmen would have to hold another public hearing should

a public hearing was held

see if the

Board of Selectmen to remove the Stop
on Notre Dame Ave. located at the

the hill heading north

Town will

meet the

this

initially.

support legislation to allow video gambling for the purpose

New

Hampshire
Supreme Court's Claremont Decision, at the Mount Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods, the
Balsams Hotel in Dixville Notch. Rockingham Park in Salem, Hinsdale Greyhound Park in
Hinsdale, Lakes Region Greyhound Park in Belmont and Seabrook Greyhound Park in Seabrook.

of raising revenue

Article

to

State's obligation to fund education under the

26 was improperly posted and

is

not a warrant

article.

Zoning Articles

NOTE:

Proposed changes that

identified

will

be added to the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance are

by bold print and underlined.

Article 27. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment

Board

to the

Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

19

1

as proposed by the Planning

Section

1

Adoption of Code By Reference, change

BOCA Building Code to

Code and change CABO One and two-family
Residential Code and its revisions.

International Building

International

This article

is

recommend by

dwelling code to

the Planning Board.

Article 28. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment 2 as proposed by the Planning

Board

AUenstown Zoning Ordinance

to the

as follows?

Section 302 Building Permit Required

Omit

existing section,

which

Any man-made change

e.

to building or other structures,

Amendment

improved or unimproved

real estate, including but not limited

mining, dredging and excavation of 400 square feet or more. (See

7)

Omit

existing section,

Any temporary

f

to

reads:

which

reads:

structures including but not limited to park trailers (such as

recreational vehicles and additions (such as

mudrooms,

campers and

foyers, etc).

Replace with:

Temporary

e.

structures such as campers, park trailers

as living quarters in the
in a

R I & R II zone, open

and recreational

vehicles used

space and farm zone and residences located

commercial/light industrial zone, industrial zone or business zone, shall not be

occupied more than 21 days
shall be entitled to

in a calendar year. Anyone obtaining a temporary permit
one 21-day extension unless the Code Enforcement Officer determines

is a substantial threat to public health, safety and/or welfare. The Board of
Selectmen shall establish a fee for temporary permits.

there

This

article is

Article 29.
to the

Add

recommended by

Are you

the Planning Board.

in favor of the adoption of

AUenstown Zoning Ordinance

Amendment

3 as proposed

by the Planning Board

as follows?

entire section:

Section 311: Use Permits:

Prior to a business occupying an existing building in any zone, including an approved
location for a

home

occupation:

20
.

A written

application for a use permit shall be submitted to the Building Inspector

form

a ppropriate

A

as prescribed

upon an

by the Building Inspector.

showing items such as. but not limited to, exits, interior walls, counter space,
showcases and any other "obstacles", sprinkler heads if applicable and fire extinguisher
and emergency lighting locations shall be submitted with the application for review by the
floor plan

Fire Prevention Officer.

Prior to the issuance of a use permit, inspections must be conducted by the Building
Inspector and Fire Prevention Officer or Fire Chief. If the property is serviced by Town
water and/or sewer the Allenstown Sewer Department and Pembroke Water Works may
conduct inspections as necessary. Use permit fees shall be set by the Board of Selectmen.

recommended by

This article

is

Article 30.

Are you

the Planning Board.

of the adoption of Amendment 4 as proposed by the Planning Board

in favor

Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

to the

Section

1

105 Obstructions:

No

limited to cars, trucks, boats,

wall, fence or other structure, vehicle(s) including

and campers, signag e,

trees,

but not

shrubs or other growth on the

property shall so obstruct as to cause danger to traffic on a public way.

No

fence shall exceed

eight (8) feet in height in any zone. Fences shall be constructed with materials approved

Building Inspector.

No

plastic or other construction fencing shall

by the

be permitted as permanent

fencing.

recommended by

This article

is

Article 31.

Are you

to the

in favor

the Planning Board.

of the adoption of Amendment 5 as proposed by the Plaiming Board

Plaiming Board to the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Section 1111 Signs

Where a business,
shall

industrial or other

commercial use

is

otherwise permitted, one outdoor sign

be permitted for each such establishment occupying the premises, advertising the

name of

and/or goods and services offered by that establishment. The total square footage of the signs for

any premises

is

not to exceed thirty-two (32) square

feet.

Special exceptions to the provision

maximum of 32 square feet and the number of signs may be permitted
upon approval of the Board of Adjustment pursuant to RSA 674:33, subject to such

restricting signs to a

conditions that the Board of Adjustment

may

impose.

An approved location of a home occupation located in the Residential or Open Space and
Farm Zone, may display a sign no more than 1 foot by 2 feet or any dimension totaling 2
square

feet.

This article

is

The

sign

is

required to be consistent with the character of the neighborhood.

recommended by

the Planning Board.
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of the adoption of Amendment 6 as proposed by the Planning Board
the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Are you

Article 32.
to

in favor

Section 1114 Obnoxious Uses Barred

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Ordinance, no use shall be permitted

which

is

injurious, noxious, offensive or detrimental to the

neighborhood or

in

any zone

to the public

by

reason of the emission of odor, fiimes, dust, smoke, vibration or noise or because of pollution of

groundwater or surface water or for any other deleterious reason.

recommended by

This article

is

Article 33.

Are you

in favor

the Planning Board.

of the adoption of Amendment 7 as proposed by the Planning Board

Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

to the

Section 1119

Town

Building Codes (add sections below):

Prior to a certificate of occupancy being issued for new construction, mobile homes or
any business, numbers not less than tliree (3) inches in iieight shall be clearly displayed and
yisible from the street identifying the structures' numerical address.
e.

may not be left open so as to create a
under construction must be safeguarded when the

Excavations for proposed future construction

f.

safety hazard. Excavations for projects
site is

unattended.

This article

is

Are you

Article 34.

Board

to the

To amend

recommended by
in favor

the Planning Board.

of the adoption of Amendment 8 as proposed by the Planning

Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Article XII Floodplain

Development Regulations

State requirements for the flood insurance program.

to

be in compliance with Federal and

Amending

the article generally, including,

but not limited to modification and addition of some definitions, addition of new requirements

and deletion of obsolete requirements. This amendment affects
floodplain. This ordinance does not change the floodplain

Copies of this amendment,
This

article is

to the

all

property owners located in a

for the

Town

of Allenstown.

in its full text, are available at the voter registration desk.

recommended by

Are you

Article 35.

map

in favor

the Plarming Board.

of the adoption of Amendment 9 as proposed by the Planning Board

Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

To adopt

a

new

section (Article XVIII) to be titles "Telecommunications

Antennas". Said section

will regulate the installation of

Towers and

telecommunications

facilities,

including cellular towers, by establishing specific performance standards related to height.

22

locations, landscaping,

and bonding. Ordinance

zones except residential.

will allow tower by special exception in
tower height for a single telecommunication carrier
allow tower height to be extended for additional carriers.

shall be 90', with provision to

Maximum

tower height with multiple providers

recommended by

This article

is

Article 36.

Are you

By

1

be 180'. Copies of

this

amendment,

in

to the

the Planning Board.

in favor of the adoption

of Amendment 10 as proposed by the Planning

Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows:

petition, to see if the

Map

will

are available at the voter registration desk.

its full text,

Board

all

Maximum

Town

of Allenstown will vote to change the zoning of Lots 10

07 which are located on Chester Turnpike from a Business Zone

to

an

&

11,

Open Space and

Farm Zone.
not recommended by the Planning Board.

This article

is

Article 37.

To

It

transact any other business that

was noted

that

was a round of applause

may

legally

come

Selectman Peter Viar was resigning
for his years of service to the

before said meeting.

after the

Town Meeting

and there

Town.

A motion was made by Henriette Girard and seconded by Mike Ortisi to adjourn.
passed. Meeting adjourned at

1

:00 p.m.

EDWARD R. CYR, TOWN CLERK

02/12/2001
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Motion

>.:/;V;i*^! -'>y

'

B-

Tov«Jn,

Clerk

-

Edward

R.

Tov^in Treasurer ~ Dixine

Selectman (one

cZLzaiLon

<y\£,i,uLt5,

^^axafi

13,

Tripp

William

0. Dg^>og

2007

Cyr

530

Demers

for 3 years) "

Tkomas

J=:

5U

Benjamin

E. Fontaine, Jr.

124

27

Selectman (one for one year)
S. Mlckael Ortlsl
Elaine T. Conley

~

Sandra McKenney

Commission (one

Road Agent

258
136
119

49

Artkiir 0. LavJson, Jr.

SevJer

385

for 3 years) - Jeffrey

(one for 3 years) -

James

McNamara

N. Bolsvtert

458

524

le

JBtaLLoi

<J\£,fiuLi5,

<^AI[axafi 13,

2001

LJoarn c/htiaLsi,

.Zjoninq crtxiiaLsi.

Article 2 Passed

Yes 297

No

251

Article 27 Passed

Yes 300

No

179

Article 3

Passed

Yes 361

No 214

Article 28 Passed

Yes 297

No

191

Article 4

Passed

Yes 321

No

Article 29 Passed

Yes 301

No

193

Article 5 Defeated

Yes 283

No

Article 30 Passed

Yes 344

No

147

Article 6 Defeated

Yes 276

No 289

Article 3

Passed

Yes 379

No

141

Yes 325

No

251

Article 32 Passed

Yes 373

No

150

Article 8 Defeated

Yes 219

No

327

Article 33 Passed

Yes 406

No

122

Article 9 Defeated

Yes 134

No

393

Article 34 Passed

Yes 376

No

131

Article 10 Passed

Yes 348

No

185

Article 35 Passed

Yes 350

No

168

Passed

Yes 347

No

186

Article 36 Defeated

Yes 158

No

345

Article 2 Passed

Yes 340

No

199

Article 13 Passed

Yes 308

No

234

Article 14 Passed

Yes 344

No

197

Article 15 Defeated

Yes 249

No 284

Article 16 Passed

Yes 305

No

238

Article 17 Passed

Yes 327

No

208

Article 18 Passed

Yes 269

No

265

Article 19 Passed

Yes 342

No

192

20 Passed

Yes 316

No

213

Article 21 Passed

Yes 328

No

208

22 Defeated

Yes 215

No

303

Article 23 Defeated

Yes 207

No 304

Article 24 Passed

Yes 295

No

243

Article 25 Passed

Yes 312

No

239

26 Passed

Yes 356

No

146

Passed

Article 7

Article

Article

Article

Article

1

1

252
291

25

1

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division

2001 Tax Rate Calculation

TOWN/CITY: Allenstown
Gross Appropriations

1

2,643,027

MS-9

REPORT OF THE TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN
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Automobile Permits - 2001
i^larriage

$505,993.00
1,178.00

Licenses

Dog Licenses

5,493.00

Records

366.00

Vital

3.281.00

Miscellaneous
Total Fees Collected

^\Ei.f2EciTuLLij

Edward

Town

R.

$516,311.00

lumniiisd,

Cyr

Clerk

•
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Sanderson

Professional Association/Accountants
193

Nonh Main

Street
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Concord

New Hampshire

»
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03301-5063
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»

Auditors

603-225-6996

•

FAX-224-1380

INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT
To

the

Members

of the

Board of Selectmen
of Allenstown
Allenstown, New Hampshire

Town

We

have audited the accompanying general purpose fmancial statements of the

and for the year ended December 31, 2000

Town

as listed in the table of contents.

fmancial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management.

Our

of Allenstown as of
These general purpose

responsibility

is

to express an

opinion on these general purpose fmancial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally
we plan and perform

that

are free of material misstatement.

amounts and disclosures

An

audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the

An

in the fmancial statements.

principles used and significant estimates

statement presentation.

accepted auditing standards. Those standards require

the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fmancial statements

We believe

audit also includes assessing the accounting

made by management,

that

as well as evaluating the overall fmancial

our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

The general purpose fmancial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account
group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. As
is

the case with most municipal entities in the State of

maintained historical cost records of
fixed assets account group

is

its

fixed assets.

New

Hampshire, the

The amount

Town

that should

of Allenstown has not

be recorded in the general

not known.

In our opinion, except for the effect on the fmancial statements of the omission described in the preceding

paragraph, the general purpose fmancial statements referred to above present
respects, the fmancial position of the

operations and the cash flows of

ended

Our
the

its

Town

fairly,

in all material

of Allenstown as of December 31, 2000, and the results of

its

proprietary fund types and nonexpendable trust funds for the year then

in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

audit

Town

was made

for the purpose of

of Allenstown taken

forming an opinion on the general purpose fmancial statements of

as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed

as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis

part of the general purpose financial statements of the

Town

of Allenstown.

and are not a required

Such information has been

subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and,
in

our opinion,

is

fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general

purpose fmancial

statements taken as a whole.

May

25, 2001

PhjJl&JbBmL
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EXHIBIT A

TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
All

Combined Balance Sheet
Fund Types and Account Group
December 31, 2000

Governmental
Fund Types
Special

A.SSFT.S

AND OTHER DEBITS

Proprietary

Fund Type

SCHEDULE A-1

TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues

For the Fiscal Year Ended December

31,

2000

Over
(Under)

REVENUES

Estimated

Actual

Estimate

Taxes
Property

$

908,114

Yield

Excavation
Interest and Penalties

on Taxes

979,592

$

71,478

75.000

357
2,692
84.518

993.451

1.067.159

73.708

402,500
5.000

482,840
11.340

80,340
6.340

407.500

494. 180

86.680

10,337

Total Taxes

$

357
(7,645)

g^ig

Licenses. Permits and Fees

Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Building Permits
Total Licenses, Permits and Fees

imergpvemmemal

SCHEDULE A-2

TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN. NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2000

SCHEDULE A-2

(Continued)

TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2000

SCHEDULE A-3

TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN. NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Changes

For

,

Unreserved

-

in

Unreserved

the Fiscal Year

-

Undesignated Fund Balance

Ended December

31,

2000

j

j^g ^go

Unriesi pnafpd

Fund Bala nce

-

January

1

2

Deduction

Unreserved Fund Balance Used
To Reduce 2000 Tax Rate

55] gp^

$596,880

.,,.,.

2000 Budget .Snmmarv
Revenue Surplus (Schedule A-1)
Unexpended Balance of

$

Appropriations (Schedule A-2)

209 634

leSM'i

2000 Budget Surplus

Unreserve d

-

^v,-

^-,q

Undesi j^naterl

Fund Balance

-

December

Tl

3 9-^2^59

See Independent Auditor's Report, page
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1.

It's

that time of year again

that

tool<:

where we

sit

and ponder the happenings

in

our

place over this past year. As most of you have seen by now, the

Town
new

up and running and should serve the Town's needs for the next
fifty years or more. Though there were many countless hours of volunteered
unpaid time from numerous individuals, this project would not have been
completed without Armand and Claudette Verville. So to both of you we say
Fire Station

is

THANK YOU, and
You

will

instead of this bud's for you, this

also notice while entering

report, that the old Gulf

establishment that

will

Town, and

report

is

for you!

also see in the Planning Board

gas station on Route 3

be more

Town

will

be replaced with an

pleasing to the eye. By continuing to

cohesively with our Planning Department,

we have

tried to look at

all

work
possibilities

most of you already know,
Town.

towards increasing our tax base. Unfortunately, as
there

is

a limited

amount

of developable land

in

many years in private business and as well as being Town Clerk,
from
the insurance business and is now concentrating solely on
Ed Cyr
being the Town Clerk. This transition took place in the spring of 2001, and all
motor vehicle registrations, dog and marriage licenses, and vital statistics can

In 2001, after
retired

now be obtained

at

Town

Hall.

Real estate values this year were again updated to reflect
market was paying. This will be a continuous process that

In closing

Boards

in

will

real estate

take place yearly.

we would like to thank the Department Heads, the members of all
Town for their countless hours of volunteerism, and especially to those

Town Hall. Ed Cyr, Lissa Dorfman,
Meadows and Penny Touchette.

at

what the

Henriette Girard, David Jodoin,

43

Donna

ALLENSTOWN
1

FIRE

Phone: (603) 485-9202
fesoy^

To the

RESCUE SERVICES
NH 03275

Ferry Street Allenstown,

Fax: (603) 268-0640

FIRE CHIEF ALBERT H. DIONNE

Citizens of Allenstown:

This year has proved to be both exciting and challenging for us
with 669 calls. This is seven calls less than last year.

May brought us a 15-alarm
the test,

it

all.

Allenstown Fire Rescue finished the year

fire on Wing road, which not only put our
our equipment which had to be extensively repaired.

10-acre brush and structure

damaged

also stressed and

Chief Richard Verville also retired

in

May

after

numerous years

of service.

Thank you

members

to

Chief.

June brought us Chief Albert Dionne and a renewed commitment to completing the new
strengthen the volunteerism of the department as
heads into the twenty-first century.

station

and

to

it

July brought us the near total devastation of the White Rabbit Inn

and the loss

of

its

owner, Greg Martin.

August saw the opening of our new Station, Thanks to many thousands of hours of volunteer work by
of the Town and department members. Once more, thank you to all volunteers

citizens

The events of September 1 1 2001 will have long lasting effects for many of us. For the Fire Service has
been a trying time as we come to grips with the massive deaths of our Brothers. has also brought us a
renewed dedication and commitment to protecting the citizens of our Towns against any further acts of
terrorism including any biological attacks. We at the Allenstown Fire Rescue would like to thank the citizens
Allenstown for all their support past, present and future.
it

,

It

of

For the last several months the Allenstown Fire Rescue has worked to assess the threat potential locally and
develop plans to deal with situations like terrorist attacks. Every community in America has been re-evaluating
its

I

vulnerabilities

don't think

and assessing

anyone

in

its

readiness to respond.

the country, certainly no

magnitude that would use

civilian airlines

nerve center of our national defense, and

one

our department, ever anticipated attacks of the
two of the world's tallest buildings, strike at the
more than 6,000 people and injure 8,500 more.
in

as missiles
kill

to topple

However we now know that very significant events can occur anywhere at any time. That means that we must
be prepared. Unfortunately, the Allenstown Fire Rescue training is lacking financial assistance for proper
training of your fire fighters and its equipment does not meet today's standards for responding effectively to
most foreseeable disasters.

To be prepared as best we can

new

members of the Allenstown Fire Rescue are going to
going to need updated equipment that meet today's
standards, purchased or upgraded apparatus equipment, tools and training, to be more effective in
responding to disasters. To protect fire department personnel and the community if an act of terrorism occurs
here. The issue is not where, but when. The Allenstown Fire Rescue and all residents of this community will
be better able to manage the consequences of disasters such as terrorism should it strike here.
for

require additional training funds.

kinds of threats,

The department

also

Respectfully submitted,
Albert H. Dionne
Fire Chief
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is

The Allenstown

Fire

Department

is

a

highly trained twenty-first century stable

organization striving for excellence as leaders
in Fire /

EMS

/

Rescue Services focusing on

customer service and community achievement.

'your 'Dedicate.d Jlrc ^ersonneC

Lt. StanCey 'Bodner,

J^J^ 'Raymond Cfiampagne,

77(3reg %, 'Dorfman,
0^0^ Leon

fj^ Lee CHeney, Chief Mbert 'Dionne,

Tf Todd 'Dubois, Lt. Scott 'Eaton, 0^'J^ Simon Eraser,

Henderson, 'J'J'Ld Wiggins,

77 'Mar(^3acobs

,

Lt.

Aaron Lambert,

'}7%eith Lambert, !F71^incent Lembo, 'Deputy Chief ligbert O^artin,

f7Dona[d<Pe[oquin, !F!FOipbyn

'Privey, J'J Chris Hipy,

!F!F^y Sevigny,

Capt.DanieCSiCva, Lt.'VaCerie SiCva, J^J^'PauCSt. Qermain
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The mission

of the Allenstown Fire

To preserve
from

life,

Department

is:

property and the environment

man made and

natural disasters through

education while providing Emergency Medical

&

Rescue Operations,
Communications, Public Education &
Prevention programs.
Services, Fire

Fire

work
environment for our members, and provide them
with the opportunities to gain new skills and
advance their personal career goals.

To provide

a safe, productive and enjoyable

To provide

a supportive environment for the

families of our

members.

To be responsible

to the taxpayers of Allenstown

by completing our mission in a professional, costefficient manner and providing them a quality of
service

beyond

their expectations.
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iJnaLcUni

January

1,

^ummazu

c::/\zhozt

2001 to U^lcsjuIjex

37,

2001
Count

Type

Incident

FIRE
Fire,

18

other

Building Fire
Fires

in

structures other than

Cooking

fire,

Chimney

a building

in

confined to container

or flue

fire,

confined to chimney or flue

Fuel burner/boiler malfunction,

confined

fire

Trash or rubbish fire, contained
Passenger vehicle fire

Road

Freight or transport vehicle

Natural vegetation
Forest,

wood

fire

other

fire,

or wildland

fire

Brush, or brush and grass mixture

Outside rubbish, trash or waste
Special outside

fire,

fire

fire

other

Overpressure Rupture, Explosion, Overheat
Overpressure rupture from

air

-

No

Fire

or gas, other

Overpressure rupture of air or gas pipe/pipeline
Air or gas rupture of pressure or process vessel
Excessive heat, scorch burns with no ignition

Rescue

& Emergency

Rescue, emergency medical (EMS)
Medical assist, assist

EMS

call,

EMS

Medical Service Incidents
call,

other

crew

excluding vehicle accident with injury

Vehicle accident with injuries

Search
Search

for

person on land

for

person on water

Extrication, rescue, other

Extrication of victim(s) from building/structure
Extrication of victim(s) from vehicle

Confined space rescue
Extrication of victim(s) from

machinery

Water & ice related rescue, other
Rescue or EMS standby

Hazardous Conditions (No
Hazardous condition, other
Flammable gas or liquid condition, other
Gasoline or other flammable liquid spill
Gas leak (natural gas or LPG)
Oil or

other combustible liquid

Carbon monoxide incident

spill

Fire)

Percent

Count

Type

Incident

4

Electrical wiring/equipment problem, other

Overheated nnotor
Light ballast

Power

line

breakdown

down

Arcing, shorted electrical equipnnent

Vehicle accident, general cleanup

Service Call
Service, other

Person

in

distress, other

Lock-out

Water evacuation
Water or steam leak

Smoke

or odor removal

Public service assistance, other

Assist police or other governmental

agency

Public service assistance, other

Unauthorized burning

Cover assignment, standby, moveup
Automatic alarm response

Good
Good

Intent Call

intent call, other

Dispatched & canceled en route
Authorized controlled burning

Steam, other gas mistaken for smoke, other
Smoke scare, odor of smoke
Steam, vapor, fog or dust thought to be smoke
False Alarm
False alarm or false

call,

& False

Call

other

Malicious, mischievous false

call,

other

Municipal alarm system, malicious false alarm

Telephone, malicious false alarm

Bomb scare - no bomb
System malfunction, other
Smoke

detector activation due to malfunction

Heat detector activation due to malfunction
Alarm system sounded due to malfunction

CO detector activation

due

to malfunction

Unintentional transmission of alarm, other
Sprinkler activation,

Smoke

no

fire

-

unintentional

detector activation, no

Detector activation, no

fire

Alarm system sounded, no

-

fire

-

unintentional

unintentional

fire -

unintentional

Special Incident Type
Special type of incident, other

Percent

To the

Citizens of Allenstown:

Allenstown Fire Rescue offers an Exploring program for our youtii in the
community. This program is for both men and women ages 14 to 20 that have
an interest in the careers of Firefighting and Emergency Medical Services. All
Explorers, along with the adult advisors, are registered with the Boy Scouts of
America Learning for Life Program.

The goals

program are to give the youth of our community the opportunity
to learn about firefighting and emergency medical services at an early age. This
program also gives our young adults knowledge and experiences to help with a
career choice. If they decide to pursue these fields, this program will give them a
head start and an edge because of what they have learned. Skills that are
developed in six major areas are leadership responsibility, service to the
community, outdoor environment protection, physical fitness, social development
and career knowledge.
of this

At this time, the Explorers meet the first three Wednesdays of the month at the
Allenstown Fire Department. The Explorers have the opportunity to train with the
Fire

Department members. All training sessions are closely supervised with
who donate their time, experience and guidance to create a safe

adult advisors

and

interesting learning environment.

Some

of the training sessions include

CPR

proper use of protective gear,
safety on and off the fire ground, self-contained breathing apparatus, ventilation,
hose and streams, communications, basic first aid and much, much more.
certification, forest fire certification, fire behavior,

We are always glad

to

welcome new members.

If

you have an interest or any

questions regarding the Explorers Program, please call the Allenstown Fire
Department Monday through Friday between 8:00am and 5:00pm or leave a

message.
would like to say thank you to all the Advisors and Explorers that helped make
this program a great success and for those who helped with contributing
donations and fund raisers throughout the year.
I

Capt.

Dan

Silva

Explorer Advisor

1

Ferry Street. Allenstown,

NH

Phone 603-485-9202 - Fax 603-268-0640
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I

IXPLQiEEB PlWISiei
ROSTER
2001

-

2002

Explorer Executive Officer
Advisors:

-

Ciiief Albert

Dionne

Dan Silva
FF Stacy Amyot
FF Robyn Privey
FF Simon Fraser

Lt.

FF Ed Higgins

FF Lee Cheney

Capt.

Valerie Silva

FF Jim Perier
FF Ron Chevrette
Michelle Fraser

Cheney

Explorer

Capt. Kevin

Officers:

Lt.

Kellen Jordon

Lt.

Shawn

Porter

Explorer

Nichole Bennett

Gina Calkins

Members:

Leanne

Katrina Walker

Heather Champagne
Jonathon O'Brien

Roger Beard

Kevin

Brian

Dan

Silva

Raymond

Andy Matott

Rondeau

Joshua Barker

Silva
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I

Box #

Street Address

32
34
36
38

Thomas Hodgson

41

Allenstown Plaza

42
44
45

Granite Street at Notre

25

-

Canal Street

Ferry Street by #45 Ferry Street

Notre

51

53
58
65
67
75
79
84
85
222
272
314
345
364
383
386
388
41 5

419
452
512
516
534
536
538
541

543
610
614
622
651

653
654
655
751
81

Mill

Main Street at Canal Street
Whitten Street by #1 3 Whitten Street

1

821

822
844
855

864

Dame

48 Allenstown Road (Route
Dame Avenue
Avenue at Bailey Avenue
-

3)

Main Street at Granite Street
Main Street at School Street
School Street at Valley Street
Cross Street at Willow Street
Allenstown Road by 43 Allenstown Road (Route 3)
Concord Warehouse Storage - Chester Turnpike
Heritage Drive at
River

Meadow Lane

Road by 43 River Road

Turnpike Street at School Street

Suncook Woven Label

Bartiett Street

- 1

STATION CALL
Old Centorr Building

-

288 Pinewood Road (Route 28)

Allenstown Fire Station

-

Ferry Street

Riverside Terrace Apartments

-

90-98 Main Street

59 Main Street
Suncook Wastewater Treatment Plant - 35 Canal Street
Apartment Building - 14-16 Ferry Street
Apartment Building - 24-26 Ferry Street
Bank of New Hampshire - 40 Allenstown Road
Rite Aid Store - 46 Allenstown Road
Allenstown Elementary School - 30 Main Street
Allenstown Library

Armand
St.

R.

-

Dupont School

John Parish

Hall

-

-

10 1/2 School Street

10 School Street
- 16 School Street

Allenstown Municipal Building

Suncook Pond Development
Library Street - Suncook Pond Development Community Building
Sunrise Hill Apartments - Young Drive
Sunrise Hill Elderly Apartments - Sunrise Lane
We Care Retirement Home - 12 Cross Street
Allenstown Highway Garage - 157 Granite Street
Tender Years Day Care Center - 3 Chester Turnpike
Old Bank of New Hampshire Building - 47 Allenstown Road
Gosselin Building - 43 Allenstown Road
Time & Strike Auction Building - 1 12 Granite Street
Granite View Apartments - 1 19 Granite Street
Pine Haven Boys Center - 133 River Road
Swiftwater Condos - Swiftwater Drive
President's Professional Park - 50 Pinewood Road (Route 28)
NH Exteriors - Washington Building - 50 Pinewood Rd
Aubuchon Hardware - 77 Turnpike Street
Library Street

-

Turcotte Building

-

2 Bartiett Street

Suncook Business Park

-

65 Pinewood Road (Route 28)
51
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JlJuiLdina J^£,b.ai,imE,nilCocLe, cZnfozc^niEnt
In September, tkc nevO Hce station
pcoject Invoiced

Worked exceptionally

a

>A?as

completed and occupied.

naany town departm,ents, tradesmen and
Well togetker.

Tke

construction of tke Rre station Was

positive Venture in ligkt of tke tragedies tkat befell tke

nation; tke

W kite Rabbit Fire and, of course New

and Pennsylvania.

One kundred and
Single Family

ilfty-se\?en

Homes

Com,mei'clal (Addition)

Gavages, banis, decks, 3"season
tx3i'cKes, additloios, con^^evsloixs

Plunablng Pei'mlts

permits were issued:
08

T ke

v?olunteers vcko

Y ork,

ToWii and tke
askington DC

W

January

To the

2002

4,

Citizens of Allenstown,

We are once again

pleased to submit for your information the 2001 annual report
of your Police Department. We have indicated in the reports for the previous five
years that each year was busier than the year before. The same is true for the
year 2001 where we handled a total of 14,535 calls for service compared to
1 1,833 in 2000 and 10,256 in 1999. As always the calls for service do not reflect
the length of time that some of these calls require.
,

years annual report indicated that we had two areas of concern that
continue to plague us; the ability to retain qualified employees, and our police
station. These two areas continue to be of great concern. During this last year
we lost five full time certified police officers that left to go to other departments
where their pay and benefits were significantly higher than what this agency was
providing them. At some point in the near future, we as a community are going to
have to seriously address this issue or face the never-ending dilemma of being a
training ground for other police departments.
In last

I

Of almost equal importance

The business

business.

we can

is

the environment

in

which

we conduct

our

of providing the finest level of professional service that

Our

no longer adequate for the
quality and quantity of service that we are providing. There will be a warrant
article on this years ballot to appropriate $250,000.00 to rehabilitate the old fire
station on Ferry Street to allow us to move into a larger building that will increase
not only our operating space but the morale of your officers. We would ask for
your support of this article. We will need 66 2/3 per cent of the voters to vote yes
in order for this extremely important move to be accomplished. We will never
have an opportunity like this again.
to you, our constituents.

We would
support

be remiss

we

if

we

did not

building

is

acknowledge our continued appreciation of the

receive from the Board of Selectmen; the Honorable Arthur Houle,

Chairman, the Honorable Ben Fontaine, and the Honorable Sandra McKenny. It
continues to be a pleasure and a privilege to work with and for these elected
representatives of you, the citizens of Allenstown, for which I, and the men and
women of this department are very grateful. We also greatly appreciate the fine
support of the Budget Committee, chaired by the Honorable David Eaton.

would like to thank all of you who have taken the time during the year
to express your satisfaction with the service your officers have provided. We
wish all of the residents of Allenstown a year of good health and prosperity.
In

closing

I

Sincerely,

Jim McGonigle, Chief of Police
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Allenstown Police Department
statistical

Report

The following is a statistical breakdown of calls handled by the Allenstown Police
Department for the years indicated.

Town Warrant 2002
&
Budget

2002 "^B^n Mnrvnni

W-o

tl]e

iniiabxtants of

ttjc

'^aian ai J\.IlEnsto&in, in

(jMerrtmack, ^e6j Mnnvp5l\ixt, qnnliixeh to

faote tiT

ttje

Olounttt of

"Sofan affairs:

You

are hereby notified to meet at the Allenstown Elementary School in
said Allenstown on Saturday, February 9, 2002 at 9:00 A.M. for the
purpose of transacting all business other than voting by official ballot

and thereafter to meet on Tuesday, March 12, 2002 between 8:00
A.M. and 7:00 P.M. at the St. John the Baptist Parish Hall, to elect
officers, vote on zoning articles and to vote on all warrant articles
from the

first

session by

official ballot.

^rtttk 1
Town

To choose

the necessary

Are you

favor of the adoption of

in

Planning Board to

officers for the ensuring year.

Amendment

as proposed by the
the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?
1

Section 504 Construction change to: Section 504 Interpretation.
(This article is recommended by the Planning Board.)

^tiitit 3

Amendment

2 as proposed by the
Planning Board to the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Are you

in

favor of the adoption of

- Residential Zone
Add: Section 704 - Uses Not Permitted
Article VII

a.

The keeping

of livestock

is

not permitted on any

Residential Zone.
(This article

is

recommended by

the Planning Board)

lot in

the

in favor of the adoption of Amendment 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board to the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Are you

- Business Zone
Section 803 - Uses Not Permitted -Add:

Article VIII

b.

The keeping of livestock.
is recommended by the Planning Board)

(This article

^rttrle 5

Amendment 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board to the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Are you

in

favor of the adoption of

-

Zone
Section 904
Dimensional Resthctions

Article IX

g.

Industrial

-

Add:

Keeping of livestock may be permitted by the Zoning Board of
Adjustment by special exception upon the applicant meeting
the following conditions:

i

ii

iii

Livestock shall be housed in an appropriate structure.
Livestock shall not be kept closer than 250' to any
abutting residence,
Livestock shall not be kept closer than 200' from any
abutting property

iv

All

livestock housing shall

vi

be erected

prior to allowing

be kept on the property.
Submission of a detailed manure management plan
consistent with the Manual of Best Management
Practices for Agriculture in New Hampshire.
The property is suitable for the keeping of livestock such
animals

V

line,

to

as, but not limited to, grazing area, etc.
vii

The keeping

of livestock will not diminish surrounding

property values.

The use

be consistent with the character of the
neighborhood,
The use shall not be contrary to the spirit of the zoning

viii

ix

shall

ordinance.

Submission of a surface water run

X

include, but

is

not limited

to,

off

plan which shall

the impact of run off from the

on surface water, groundwater,
abutting properties and municipal sewers. The use shall
not adversely impact surface water or groundwater,
livestock operations

abutting properties or municipal sewers,

Implementation of appropriate measures to mitigate odor,
noise and vectors and shall provide an appropriate visual

xi

buffer,

The use

xii

shall not otherwise

adversely affect the

environment, public health or safety.
(This article is recommended by the Planning Board)

Amendment

5 as proposed by the
Planning Board to the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Are you

in

favor of the adoption of

X-

Commercial/Light Industrial Zone
Section 1004 - Dimensional Restrictions - Add:

Article

g.

Keeping of livestock may be permitted by the Zoning Board of
Adjustment by special exception upon the applicant meeting
the following conditions:

i

11

iii

Livestock shall be housed in an appropriate structure.
Livestock shall not be kept closer than 250' to any
abutting residence,
Livestock shall not be kept closer than 200' from any
abutting property

iv

All

line,

livestock housing shall

be erected

prior to allowing

animals to be kept on the property.
V

Submission of a detailed manure management plan
consistent with the Manual of Best

Practices for Agriculture

in

New

Management

Hampshire.

The property

vi

is

suitable for the keeping of livestock such

as, but not limited to, grazing area, etc.

The keeping

vii

of livestock will not diminish surrounding

property values,

be consistent with the character of the
neighborhood.
The use shall not be contrary to the spirit of the zoning

The use

viii

ix

shall

ordinance.

Submission of a surface water run

X

include, but

is

not limited

to,

off

plan which shall

the impact of run off from the

livestock operations on surface water, groundwater,

abutting properties

and municipal sewers. The use

shall

not adversely impact surface water or groundwater,
abutting properties or municipal sewers.
Implementation of appropriate measures to mitigate odor,

xi

noise and vectors and shall provide an appropriate visual
buffer,

The use

xii

shall not otherwise adversely affect the

environment, public health or safety.
(This article is recommended by the Planning Board)

^tixth 7
Are you

in

favor of the adoption of

Amendment 6 as proposed by the

Planning Board to the Allenstown Zoning Ordinance as follows?

- Definitions
Section 202 - Specific

Article

U.

II

Livestock

-

Definitions

includes, but

is

-

Add:

not limited

to,

cows, horses,

chickens, pigs, goats, llamas, sheep, turkeys, ducks, poultry,
donkeys, mules, buffalo, reindeer and ostriches. The definitions
will

be

(This article

re-lettered accordingly.
is

recommended by

the Planning Board)

^xixtkB
Town

To see

if

sum

Two Hundred

of

the

vote to raise and appropriate the
Thousand Dollars ($250,000) for the

of Allenstown
Fifty

will

purpose of renovating the old Fire Station into the new Police Station,
and to authorize the issuance of not more than Two Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($250,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. (This article is
recommended by the majority of the Board of Selectmen and
recommended by the majority of the Budget Committee) (3/5 Majority

Town

vote required).

if the Town of Allenstown will vote to raise and appropriate
through Sewer fees the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($150,000) for the purpose of removing and replacing the sewer lines
associated with the Main street bridge project and to authorize the
issuance of not more than One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($150,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the Sewer
Commission to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon. (This article is recommended
by the Sewer Commissioners and not recommended by the majority
of the Budget Committee) (3/5 Majority Town vote required).

To see

Town

and appropriate as an operating
budget, not including appropriations by special warrant articles and
other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the
Budget posted with the Warrants, for the purpose set therein, totaling
$2,734,538.00. Should this article be defeated the operating Budget
shall be $2,446,771.00, which is the same as last year, with certain
Shall the

of Allenstown raise

adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by the
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with
RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operation
budget only. (This article is recommended by the Board of Selectmen
and by a majority of the Budget Committee.)

)

NOTE:

This warrant

appropriations

To see

if

the

in

article (operating

ANY

Town

other warrant

of Allenstown

will

budget) does not include

article.

vote to authorize the Selectmen

to enter into a Five (5) year lease purchase agreement not to exceed
One Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars ($130,000) for the purpose of

replacing the 1994 garbage truck/packer, and to raise

sum

and

Thousand Dollars ($30,000) for the
years payment. (This article is recommended by the Board of
Selectmen and recommended by the majority of the Budget
appropriate the

of Thirty

first

Committee)

Article 12

To see

if

the

Town

of Allenstown

will

vote to authorize the Board of

Selectmen to accept dedicated streets pursuant to RSA 674:40-a.
The Board of Selectmen shall only have the power to accept
dedicated streets approved by the Planning Board. A street accepted
by the Board of Selectmen pursuant to this statute shall be
considered a public highway and subject to the Town's duty of regular
maintenance.

brittle 13

To see

if

the

Town

of Allenstown

will

vote to establish that the Fire

Chief shall be appointed by the Board of Selectmen for a term of (1
one year pursuant to RSA 154:1,1, (b). This article is to clarify the
length of the Fire Chiefs term which

the

Town changed from an

was

not addressed

in

1990 when

elected Fire Chief to an appointed Fire

Chief.

^xixtie 14

Town

vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to appoint firefighters for a term of one year upon

To see

if

the

of Allenstown

will

accordance with RSA 154:1, (b).
This warrant article is to clarify and the Board of Selectmen's
authority with respect to the appointment of firefighters which was not
addressed in 1990 when the Town changed from an elected Fire
Chief to an appointed Fire Chief. This will also serve to confirm the
appointments, which have been made since that date by the Board of

recommendation of the

Fire Chief in

Selectmen.

jArtklB 15

To see

if

the

Town

of Allenstown

will

To see

if

the

Town

of Allenstown

will

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Sixty Thousand Dollars ($60,000) to be placed in the Fire
Department Equipment Capital reserve Fund. (This article is
recommended by the majority of the Board of Selectmen and not
recommended by the Budget Committee).

sum

vote to raise and appropriate the

Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to fund the position of
Part Time Recreation Director for the calendar year 2002. If
approved, the position and cost of the new Recreation Director would
of

be prepared for the 12-month period entirely within the operating
budget for the ensuing calendar years starting in 2003. (This article is
recommended by the Board of Selectmen and recommended by the
majority of the Budget Committee)

^rtttle 17
vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Fourteen Thousand Dollars ($14,000) to be used for paving
the new Fire Station parking lot. (This article is recommended by the

To see

if

the

Town

of Allenstown

will

Board of Selectmen and recommended by the majority of the Budget
Committee).

brittle 18
vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be placed in the Highway
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. (This article is recommended by
the Board of Selectmen and recommended by the majority of the

To see

if

the

Town

of Allenstown

will

Budget Committee).

^xixth 19
Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be placed in the Special
Revenue Dare Fund. (This article is recommended by the Board of

To see

if

the

of Allenstown

will

Selectmen and recommended by the majority of the Budget
Committee).

To see

sum

if

the

Town

of Allenstown

will

vote to raise and appropriate the

Dollars ($8,000) for the purpose of replacing
firefighter protective clothing. (This is the second year of a two-year
of Eight

Thousand

program) (This article is recommended by the Board of Selectmen
and the Budget Committee).

brittle 21

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to be placed in the Town
Safety Fund. (This article is recommended by the Board of Selectmen

To see

if

the

of Allenstown

will

and the Budget Committee).

^vixcit

ZZ

To see

if

the

sum

Two Thousand

of

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
Dollars ($2,000) to be place in the Fire

of Allenstown

will

Department Safety Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. (This

article is

recommended by

the Board of Selectmen and not

recommended by

the majority of the Budget Committee).

^vixth 23
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Thousand One Hundred Dollars ($1,1 00) for the
purchase of an Automatic External Defibhilator. (This article is
if

the

of Allenstown

will

recommended by
majority of the

the Board of Selectmen and recommended by the
Budget Committee).

brittle

24

To see

if

the

sum

One Thousand

of

Town

of Allenstown

will

vote to raise and appropriate the

Dollars ($1,000) to be placed

in

the Police

Department Computer Capital Reserve Fund. (This article is
recommended by the Board of Selectmen and recommended by the
majority of the Budget Committee).

Article

25

To see

if

the

sum

One Thousand

of

Town

of Allenstown

will

vote to raise and appropriate the

Dollars ($1,000) to

be placed

in

the Fire

Department Cistern Capital Reserve Fund. (This article is
recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Committee).

^viith 26
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) to be placed in the Haz-Mat
Capital Reserve Fund. (This article is recommended by the Board of
if

the

of Allenstown

will

Selectmen and recommended by the majority of the Budget
Committee).

Town

To see

if

sum

One Thousand

of

the

of Allenstown

will

vote to raise and appropriate the

Dollars ($1,000) to be placed

in

the Highway

Reserve Fund. (This article is recommended by the
Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee).

Garage

Capital

^tittit

ZB

To see

if

the

sum

One Thousand

of

Town

of Allenstown

will

vote to raise and appropriate the

Dollars ($1,000) to

be placed

in

the Police

Safety Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. (This article is
recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget

Committee).

^xiith ZB
(By Petition) Are you in favor of the Fire Department using Two
Hundred and Ninety Thousand Dollars ($290,000) from the Fire
Department Apparatus Capital Reserve fund for the purchase of a

communication
equipment. The cost of this vehicle is Two Hundred and Ninety Nine
Thousand Dollars ($299,000); Nine Thousand Dollars ($9,000) to be
raised by the vehicle trade in. Should there be an excess of funds.
Excess money to be placed into the Fire Department Apparatus
Capital Reserve Fund. The vehicle is a 2000 American Lafrance that
has been completely refurbished and come with full warranty. (This
would replace two vehicles the old ladder truck that had to be
discarded and a 1976 pumper that does not meet the national
standards for fire apparatus.) The pumper will be traded in to offset
the cost of the quint. (This article is not recommended by the Board of
Selectmen and not recommended by the majority of the Budget
Committee)
quint (combination engine/ladder truck) with

all

To

may

transact any other business that

legally

come

before said

meeting.
(§xben uxibtr our Ijanhs nnb sbhIb

^rtt|ur

(S-

^uIe, ^cnjamtn ^-

tiyts

28^

bnyg ai

llanuarg 2002.

?ifontatm, ir., ^aniira

^- ^cPcnmu

We certify that on the 28'^ day of January 2002, we caused
copy

of the within warrant to

be posted

located on School Street, the

and the Allenstown

Town

at the

Allenstown

Library located

Fire Station located

on Ferry

a true

Town

Hall

on Main Street

Street.

Arthur G. Houle, Chairman

/Be^amin

E. Fontain0)(Jr

Sandra A. McKenney
Board of Selectmen

Town

of Allenstown,

New Hampshire

.

MS-7
Revised 2000

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION

BOX 487, CONCORD, NH

P.O.

03302-0487

(603)271-3397

BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF ALLENSTOWN
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations and Estimates of

Revenue

for the

Ensuing Year January

1

,2002 to December 31 2002
,

IMPORTANT:
Please read

1

Use

Thiis

2.

this fornn to list ttie entire

means

budget

the operating budget and

Hold at least one public hearing on

RSA

in ttie

all

32:5 applicable to

appropriate recomnnended and not

special

this

all municipalities.

and

individual warrant articles

recommended

area.

must be posted.

budget.

When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted w/ith the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above
address
3.

We Certify This

Form

Was

Posted on (Date):_

25-Jan-02

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Sign in ink.
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THIS

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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DARE REPORT 2001
The D.A.R.E program has had another successful year. This was the fifth
year of that the police department has offered D.A.R.E in our schools. The
Visitation program was presented to all of the students in grades K through 4.
The core program was presented to the fifth grade. The Middle School program
was presented for the third time to the seventh grade. We are no longer
receiving grant money for the Core program (5'*^ grade) but have one more year
of grant money for the Middle School program.
The D.A.R.E program is a prevention program designed to prevent
students from using drugs, alcohol and tobacco, and provide them with the skills
necessary to enable them to stay drug and alcohol free. The program also
teaches violence prevention and conflict resolution. The D.A.R.E Middle School
program concentrates on violence prevention. Traditionally police react to crime
in the form of conducting investigations and making arrests. This tends to be
more expensive and less productive than preventing crime through education.
D.A.R.E is the prevention component of our efforts to control the spread of drugs
and the increase

in

violence especially

among

juveniles.

integral part of the program is the field trips we take with each fifth and
seventh grade class. These trips re-enforce the concept that you may in fact
have a good time without using drugs or alcohol. The trips are extremely well
received by the students.

An

The D.A.R.E program

Allenstown School
District, which has been very supportive while assisting us with presenting the
D.A.R.E program. However, D.A.R.E can not stand-alone and expect to have a
major effect on drug usage among juveniles. Parents must help by supporting
their children and setting a good example.
want to thank the citizens of
Allenstown for their support of the D.A.R.E program.
is

a cooperative

I

Jim McGonigle
Chief of Police
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effort with the

Allenstown Police Department
Animal Control Program
Statistical Report
January

4,

2002

To the Citizens of Allenstown,
The Allenstown Police Department this year continued to operate
without the services of an Animal Control Officer. However a bright light is
beginning to shine as this year during budget deliberations both the Board
of Selectmen and the members of the Budget committee voted in favor of
increasing the budget to enable us to attempt to hire a Part Time Animal
Control Officer in the year 2002. This employee will be primarily
responsible for enforcement of the laws and ordinances concerning dogs
being licensed and running at large. As this report is being written we have
undertaken a rehabilitation of the kennel that we use to house stray
animals until their owner is located. It should be done before the end of
January.

The following

December

is

a comparison of the past three-year's activity as of

31, 2001.

Call for Service

by Category

cz^igkcvau J^EJjaxtm&nt

The Highway Department was especially busy in 2001 with roadwork;
2000 feet of Granite Street was repaved, a sidewalk was installed and
Notre Dame Avenue had the final bituminous coat applied. One
thousand feet of Granite Street

is

scheduled to be completed

in

2002.

work was completed as far as the base coat for the parking area
at the new fire station. The tire pile at the landfill has diminished by
99% and will be completed next year. Landfill fees will be updated
for 2002 to off set tipping fees in Penacook.
Site

I

would

like

to take this opportunity to thank the

Marc, Steve, Don,

Norm and Tony

for

-

highway crew -

another great year of

cooperation and service.

Budget Items:

$ 3,000 surplus turned

in

to general fund

32,000 encumbered for 2002 projects

My thanks

to the citizens of Allenstown, Board of Selectmen,

course,

my

&

and Budget Committee for their support. Of
report would not be complete without thanking the Town

Allenstown Fire
Hall staff Lissa,

Police

Penny, Donna

&

Henriette.

Respectfully submitted.

c/ixxm

S^^e^
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We
is

are already into the year 2002.

The calendar reads January

hardly any snow on the ground and

it

is

not very cold, but

I

10, '02.

am

sure

it

There
will

arrive soon.

We

have had a very busy year at the

library with quite a

few changes.

Much to our regret, Bettye Richard decided to retire. She had been with us for
many years helping Anita Letendre, our former librarian, even before I came on
board. Pauline Demers also left us, whom, by the way, was excellent at
recommending the best books for our patrons. We miss them both very much.
busy entering books and patron names
help the library operate more efficiently.
Lori

Bean

is

into the

computer

in

order to

we had to hire some new people. Rita Breton and Lucy Farwell have
joined us and I am happy to say that they are working out very well. Pauline
Chroniak is now my right hand person. We are two old hands who are young at
Naturally

heart.

We

cordially invite

We

extend our sincere thanks to the

you to stop by to see our great collection of books, current
newspapers,
plus videos and audio's.
magazines,

departments who so readily and
always grateful.

Our trustees remain the same;

We

Town

Fathers,

willingly help us

and

to the personnel of

when the need

Vivien Doane, Vicki Kneeland

appreciate their interest and guidance.

I

must

arises.

wish

all

also say that they are very

of our patrons health and happiness for the

Sincerely submitted,

Librarian
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are

and Rose Bergeron.

considerate and obliging.

We

We

all

new

year, 2002.

drfeuLin,

&" crfaman

<::~iz.ZfJLa£,s

The Health Division responded to 30 calls in 2001. Warning
notices were issued and complied with in a timely manner.
The Health Division assisted the Allenstown Police
Department and Code Enforcement Department with the
rescue of 11 abandoned animals from a residence in Bear
Brook Villa. All the animals were placed in suitable foster
homes.
The Thanksgiving and Christmas programs provided
approximately 92 families with food and gifts for the
children.

Many thanks

to Martel's Self-Care Products, a

yearly contributor to the Program, Allenstown Animal
Hospital and other area businesses for contributing to the
effort.

The generosity of area organizations such as the Allenstown
Fire Department Explorers, Boy Scouts and the Student
Senate at the Armand Dupont School and of course, our
residents are crucial in making the Program a yearly
success.

My

yearly thanks to Lissa Dorfman for her assistance
Program and Health Division.

Health Officer

Welfare Officer

Remember

9-11-01
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in

the

iJ~Lannina jDoaxa
The Planning Board has

recruited

two new members

took on the full-time position and Marcel Lascelle

is

this past year.

Rick

Gendreau
member.

serving as an alternate

is a full-time member and is the Boards' secretary. Arthur Houle has
remained the Selectmen's Ex-officio representative and Jerry McKenny is a full-time
member. James A. Rodger serves as the Boards' Chairman. Currently the Board has
two alternate positions that need to be filled. Fortunately, the members have had
near-perfect attendance resulting in an effective Board.

Bob Lee

This year the Board has approved several small subdivision and

lot line

well as commercial site plans that are currently being developed.

work

is in

progress for a

new

self-storage business.

Big Jim's

located on Chester Turnpike has been approved to expand
storage.

open

On Route

3,

applications as

On Route

28, site

Lumber and Hardware

lumber
a new gas station and convenience store, Mega-X, will soon be
its facilities

for

for business.

The Planning Board was also busy in improving its way of conducting business and
being more accessible for businesses and the public. The Board maintained having
two meetings per month in order to expedite applications. New application fees were
developed so that the Board
also successful

is

is

nearly self-sufficient

revising the Subdivision

and

in relation

to the budget.

Site Plan Regulations,

We

were

Zoning Ordinance

and Planning Board Rules of Procedures.
hopes are to complete the Master Plan Update. Unfortunately this has been a
long, on-going project. Plans are to make this a priority this year. Another important
project is to organize all the Planning Boards' files and maps. This will require hours of
effort as well as procuring a proper place for storage. The Selectmen have committed
assistance to this project and have already made some areas available for office and
In 2002,

storage space.

The Allenstown Planning Board would
of Selectmen

and those

at the

Town

like to

Respectfully submitted,

'So/,

take this opportunity to thank the Board

Hall for their

lee

Te'i">"ii, i.yM.<:^/\^,'ti'n-e'it
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continued assistance and support.

CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
28 Commercial Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
fax: (603) 226-6023
(603) 226-6020
internet: www.cnhrpc.org

phone:

Established

accordance

New

Hampshire Regional Planning
a voluntary association of 20 towns in Merrimack and Hillsborough
Counties and the City of Concord. The Town of Allenstown is a member in good standing of the
Commission.
in

Commission (CNHRPC)

with state law, the Central

is

The Commission's mission

is to improve, through education, training, and planning assistance, the
the municipalities of the region to prepare and implement municipal plans; to prepare a
plan for effective and appropriate development and utilization of the resources of the region;

ability of

and

to assist municipalities

in

carrying out the regional plan.

The Commission provides a variety of planning services, including consultations on planning issues;
planning research; the development of sample ordinances, regulations, and other planning
projects such as local master plans, capital improvement programs and corridor studies; circuit
rider planner assistance; the compilation of local and regional demographic information; review
and comment on planning documents; development review; and educational programs.
During 2001, Commission staff provided the

and

Town

of Allenstown with circuit rider planning

work on the Allenstown Master Plan. Under the circuit rider program, staff
attended regular meetings of the Planning Board, conducted site assessments in the field, and
prepared subdivision and site plan reviews. Staff also prepared new bylaws for the Planning
Board and prepared amendments to the Subdivision Regulations related to building on Class VI
assistance

initiated

roads, private roads,

In

and

addition to circuit rider

inspection schedules for construction of

program and master planning

household survey to gauge support
Allenstown

Beyond the

for

the extension of

new subdivision

assistance, staff created

Concord Area

roads.

and

distributed

a

Transit (CAT) service to

and Pembroke
local sen/Ices described

above,

in

2001 the Central

New

Hampshire Regional Planning

Commission:
o

Provided general local planning assistance to member municipalities and responded to
regarding zoning ordinance, subdivision regulation, and site plan review regulation
revisions. Prepared calendar and narrative describing critical dates in preparation for
inquiries

Town Meeting

2002.

Held four meetings of the CNHRPC Regional Resource Consen/ation Committee (R2C2),
which seeks to bring representatives of each of the region's communities together to work
on consen/ation issues that affect the overall region.
o

Completed and

o

Completed the update

distributed the

Guide

to

a Municipal Open Space

of the FY 2003-201 2

(TIP).
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CNHRPC

Trail

Transportation

System Plan.

Improvement Program

o

Conducted approximately 240

o

Organized and hosted

traffic

counts thiroughout the region.

five nneetings of

the

CNHRPC

Transportation Advisory Connmittee

(TAG).

o

Provided assistance to municipalities, groups and interested individuals regarding the
Enhancements (TE) and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
programs.

Transportation

o

Provided assistance to local communities in the development of Land and Community
Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP) proposals.

o

Continued work on the update of the
preparation of the Regional Multi-Use

o

CNHRPC
Trail

Regional Transportation Plan

and

Plan.

Provided continuing technical assistance to the Upper Merrimack River Local Advisory
Committee (UMRLAC) and the Contoocook and North Branch Rivers Local Advisory

Committee (CNBRLAC).

and

o

Completed the update of the CNHRPC Regional
Regional Open Space Plan.

o

Provided assistance to CNHRPC member and non-member towns regarding National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) participation and compliance.

o

For additional information, please contact the

Bicycle

CNHRPC

and

Pedestrian Plan

staff or

your representatives to the

Commission, Sandra McKenney or Edgar McKenney, or see us on the internet at
www.cnhrpc.org.
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the draft

ALLENSTOWN SEWER COMMISSION
SUNCOOK WASTEWATER TREATMENT

To

FACILITY

the Citizens of Allenstown:

addressing
many wastewater issues in the year 2001. With the reconstruction of Granite Street, a
new manhole was installed to provide access to the sewer main. The Commission
As a result, a 300
initiated a seven year flushing and video inspection program in 2001
in 2002
replacement
ft. section of sewer main on Notre Dame Ave. has been slated for
due to its poor condition documented by this program in 2001 This program will enable
the Commission to keep the sewer system flowing freely, as well as provide the ability
to find and remedy any problems that may exist in the sewer system. An added benefit
of the program is the information it will provide for the Commission to comply with the
Government Accounting Standards Bureau 34 pronouncement. Another project slated
for the coming year 2002 has to do with the Main St bridge replacement project.
Currently, Allenstown maintains a sewer line located on the bridge. Allenstown will

The Allenstown Sewer Commission has taken a

proactive

roll

in

.

.

most of the cost to replace this line.
The year 2001 saw payment in full of the original construction bond for the
Wastewater Treatment Facility. Retirement of the bond raises issues for the future of
the treatment facility for Allenstown as well as Pembroke. The Sewer Commission will
be working on these issues commencing in 2002.
As reported last year the expected issuance of the 5-year Federal and State
permits to operate the treatment facility were issued in January. As expected, the
permits increased testing requirements and contain more stringent compliance
have

to fund

requirements.

Although the Commission renewed its 5-year contract with White Mountain
Resource Management in 2001, the disposition of plant residuals is proving to be a
recurrent project. Ever increasing regulation by the State of New Hampshire makes
beneficial reuse of recyclable biosolids less practical. Many facilities around the State
are pursuing alternative methods to manage plant residuals.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dana Clement
Wastewater Superintendent
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Allenstown Sewer Commission
Annual Budget Report

Account
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THEME*. "-TIEED OF DREAMS'*
**2001''

OILD

HOME DAT was again a huge success enjoyed by the

many neighboring communities. As in
past celebrations, friends, neighbors, family and strangers came together for
wholesome, old time fun and to reminisce, become reacquainted, and to enjoy
new experiences in our two small towns.
residents of Pembroke, Allenstown and

The day began

and historical society open house followed
by the Old Home Day parade. The parade this year included a brief moment of
silence, ceremonial placement of a wreath and the playing of taps at the White
Rabbit Inn in memory of owner and community spirited gentleman, Gregory
Martin. The parade concluded at Memorial Field where the remainder of the
with a breakfast buffet

day's events occurred.

The

field began with the dedication and ringing of the
and newly renovated town clock. Entertainment, music, rides, games,
demonstrations, crafts, flea market and of course, food, were all part of the big
day. A wonderful addition to our ride was an aerial view of our Towns via
helicopter. As usual, the day ended with spectacular fireworks illuminating a

day's festivities at the

historic

starlit

sky.

is made possible by both Pembroke and Allenstown
highway and police departments, Tri-Town ambulance, countless
volunteers, private businesses, individuals, donated equipment, money, ideas
and time. would like to extend many, many thanks to all who took part. This
day could not happen without each and every one of you.

This celebration
municipalities,

I

As always, our hardworking committee members and volunteers need additional
help. Many hands make light work and our hands are few. Monthly meetings
occur the last Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m. at the Suncook bank of NH
community room. All visitors are welcome to watch, participate, offer
suggestions, or become a member. Please join us in the production of such a
memorable community event with your new ideas and assistance. The 2002
celebration will be held on Saturday, August 24, 2002. Mark your calendars!
Sincerely,

Acting Chairperson
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2001

ACTUAL

INCOME:

BUSINESS DONATIONS
TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN
TOWN OF PEMBROKE

$5,383.00
2,000.00
2,250.00
900.00
190.00

CONCESSIONS
CRAFTS

3,230.00

RAFFLE SALES & RIDES
NON-PROFIT DONATIONS
INTEREST
FLEA MARKET

725.00
12.00

243.00
260.00
87.00

PONY RIDES
DONATION JARS
MISCELLANEOUS

12.00

$15,292.00

TOTAL INCOME

EXPENSE:
$3,500.00
3,002.00
2,100.00
2,942.00
679.00

FIREWORKS
PARADE

PROGRAM
OTHER ENTERTAINMENT
INSURANCE
PARKING

350.00
695.00
96.00

SANITATION RENTALS

PHOTOGRAPHY

0.00

ADVERTISING

POSTAGE
MISCELLANEOUS

223.00
99.00

TOTAL EXPENSE

$13,686.00

Net Income
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$1,606.00

Community c^ctiori Program
Belknap—Merrimack Counties, Inc,
Mailing:

PO, Box 1016

•

Concord, N.H. 03302-1016

Location: 2 Industrial Park Drive

Ralph

Littlefield,

Executive Director

(603) 225-3295
Benjamin

FAX

E. Fontaine. Jr.. Pres.

Ann Swell. VP
Many Nogues. Sec

(603)

228-1898

-Clerk

Dorothy Hunt. Treas.

October 16, 2001

David Jodoin
Town Administrator
Town of Allenstown
16 School Street
Allenstown, New Hampshire 03275

Mr.

Dear Mr. Jodoin:
Funds for Community Action Program continue to be generated
Support for the Area Center is based on local tax
in many ways
In this way, we can provide, through our Area Center,
dollars.
local service delivery of our many programs as well as effective
If we are to
outreach, needs assessment and program development.
be effective in delivering services in your town, as well as
In the area of proothers in our area, the Area Center is vital.
gram development, I'd like to take a moment to thank you for your
interest and support of our programs.
.

The attached budget reflects minimum costs of maintaining the
It also delineates the budget request for
Suncook Area Center.
Allenstovm.
This figure is determined by the local community
participation level and services provided. We all empathize and
are well aware of the financial pressures and economic problems of
These same pressures and problems have and are
local communities.
constantly increasing the demand and need for Community Action
assistance and services to families and individuals with low
We will continue to work closely with your welfare
incomes.
officer to ensure the maximum availability of our program, as well
as continue to mobilize any resources that become available to
help serve your community.
In order to comply with specific requests for much more
detailed and documented activities in the Suncook Area Center, we
have included a brief note on each of our programs with figures as
to how many people from Allenstown participated in these programs.
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Mr. David Jodoin

Town Administrator
Town of Allenstown
October 16, 2001
Page Two

We hope this makes our services clearer and as always, will
be happy to answer any questions that may arise. Thank you for
your continued cooperation.

Therefore, on behalf of the Suncook Community Action Area
Center and the $469,206.93 worth of service dollars provided to
the Town of Allenstown, I respectfully request a formal review and
consideration of our services and submit the following recommen"To see if the Town will vote
dation from the Budget Committee:
to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,516.00 for the continuation of services to the low income residents of Allenstown
through the Suncook Area Center of the Community Action Program
Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc."
Sincerely,

G^._'

-l/TL

Diane Moore, Area Director
Suncook Area Center

DM:enr/elain882
Enclosures
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:

COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COUNTIES, INC.

2002 SUNCOOK AREA CENTER
PROJECTED OPERATING BUDGET

PERSONNEL
Area Center Director
$ 23,948
Outreach Worker
19,013
Part-Time Substitute Office Clerk 1,500
Payroll Taxes/Fringe Benefits
23 735
.

$

68,196

OTHER COSTS:
Program Travel 10,500 miles x .32 3,360
Rent/Heating Costs
10,500
Electricity
1,125
Telephone
2,250
Postage
275
Of f ice /Copier /Computer /Supplies
900
Advertising
275
Staff Development/Training
100
Publications
150
Liability /Malpractice /Contents /Bond
Insurance 350
19.285

TOTAL BUDGET:

$

Federal Share:
All Town Share:
Total:

42%
58%

-

87,481

SUMMARY OF SERVICES

2001

PROVIDED TO
ALLENSTOWN RESIDENTS
BY THE SUNCOOK AREA CENTER
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COUNTIES, INC.
VALUE

UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD

PROGRAM

a nutrition program

is

tfieir

supplement

The program serves

daily diet.

under

six

and up

to

years of age.
1

unit "(An individual

enrolled in both the

not be
but a

both programs.)

CONGREGATE MEALS- All elders
to

may

WIG Program and CSFP

may have members on

welcome

cfiildren

during pregnancy

2 monttis after the birth of their baby.

Value $22 00 per
family

women

offers

ttiat

participants free nutritious foods to

PACKAGES-593

PERSONS-49

$ 13,046.00

MEALS-1922

PERSONS--55

$ 12,358.46

MEALS-26495

PERSONS-1587

$ 79,485.00

are

our congregate meal sites/

Senior Centers for nutritious hot meals,
social/recreational activities

and special events.

Value $6.43 per meal.

EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES

provide up to

three days of food for people facing temporary

food

crisis.

Value $3.00 per meal

FUEL ASSISTANCE
eligible

households

income

available to

is

to help with

energy costs

during the prime heating season

Priority is

given

and disabled. The average benefit
the 2000-01 program was $645.00

to the elderly
for

TRANSPORTATION

APPLICATIONS-237 PERSONS-590

$134,428.27

provides regularly

scheduled demand response

to

and from towns

in

Belknap and Merrimack Counties to medical and
professional facilities, shopping centers, and
congregate meal

MEALS-ON-WHEELS
nutritionally

Value $6 95per

sites.

ridership.

RIDES-217

PERSONS~N/A

$

MEALS-6666

PERSONS-38

$ 42,862.38

HOURS-2537
HOURS~1263

COMPANIONS-5

$

17.074.00

VISITEES-10

$

8,500.00

VOUCHERS

PERSONS-102

$ 50.183.00

1.508.15

provides the delivery of

balanced hot meals

elderly or adult residents five

to

homebound

days per week.

Value $6.43 per meal

SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM

provides

and respite services for homebound elderly. Income eligible seniors (60+)
serve as companions. Value to companions
friendly visiting

includes mileage, weekly stipend ($6.73 per
hour).

Value

to visitees is

comparable

to similar

private sector services($6.73 per hour)

WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN
specific food to

supplement

nant or nursing

women

five

provides

daily diet of preg-

as well as children under

Participants receive medical/nutritional

screening, counseling and education

Value

includes value of vouchers and clinical services
at

$41 10 per

unit.

-1221
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION

WEATHERIZATION

UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS

VALUE

improves the energy

income eligible households.
Supplemental program also includes furnace
replacement.water heater replacement and
roof repair. Value includes average material
and labor.
efficiency of

.

HOMEmakes
eligible

HOMES--11

PERSONS--24

$ 25.855

HOMES-1

PERSONS-3

$ 20,616.00

HOMES-1

PERSONS-3

00

loans available to qualified incoem

homeowners

homes as

.

w/ell

them improve

to help

as their communities.

their

HOME

loans

are used for substantial rehavilitation

LEAD BASED PAINT HAZARD CONTROLmakes
loans available to qualified income eligible

homeowners

to help

them remove lead hazards

from the household. LEAD loans are also available
to multi-family units.

FAMILY PLANNING

$27,408.00

provides confidential, comp-

rehensive gynecological care, including complete

medical examinations, breast exams, Pap

smears, pregnancy testing,

birth control

and

ounseling. Value $75.00 per unit.

HEAD START

is

PERSONS-1

$

CHILDREN-4

$ 27,616.00

75.00

a child development program

serving children before they enter public school.

Classroom and in-home learning services are
providedfor both children and their famlies. Value

$6904 per

child

USDA COMMODITY SURPLUS

foods are now

distributed directly to local food pantries

kitchens on a quarterly basis

and soup kitchens service
town residents.

and

These pantries

all In

need, not

CASES-557

just

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE FUND
resources to pay back

$

provides

rent, utility bills, etc. to

GRA,NTS-2

prevent homelessness.

$925.00

GRAND TOTAL
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL -CAP
utility,

landlord/tenant, legal

ing as well

and other

as referrals

life

7,266.67

for

provides

and health counsel-

housing, transportation

concerns. These support/advocacy

services are not tracked.
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$469,20693

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN
The Concord Regional

Visiting Nurse Association

Home

Care services respond

to the health care

homes. Emphasis

is

continues to offer comprehensive
a description of these services:

needs of those patients with acute or chronic

may return

to or remain
of the patient
Patients who receive services range from children who have a

on promoting independence and maximum

within the least restrictive setting.

complex medical condition

is

and para-professional care so they

illnesses that require skilled professional
in their

(CRVNA)

The following

health services to the residents of Allenstown.

to frail elders

who

fiinctioning

require supportive assistance to stay in their

own

homes.
Hospice services provide professional and para-professional services
with a limited

life

expectancy. The goal

helping he/she remain

management and

at

home

is to

comfort and dignity.

in

skilled intervention to

to the terminally

enhance the quality of the

meet the

Emphasis

patient's

ill

remaining

patient
life

by

on pain and symptom

is

patient's special physical,

emotional and spiritual

needs.

CRVNA' s

Hospice House provides

residential care to terminally

caregiver or need a supported residential setting.

Hospice House when a caregiver
date, this house has provided a

is

ill

patients

exhausted and unable to care for them

home

to

who have no primary

Often times patients are fransferred into the

approximately 500 terminally

ill

at

home any

longer.

To

residents.

Communitv Health services include health education, health maintenance and preventive health
services. The program includes preventive care, adult and senior health, child health. Baby's First
Homecoming, immunizations for all ages, supportive services to school districts parent education
and support, health education and

nutritional counseling.

Community Health

includes health promotion services which focus on the low and marginal
income families and individuals to prevent illness by professional assessment and screening for
health risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent, eliminate, or minimize the impact of illness
and/or disability, and by anticipatory guidance and health teaching. Emphasis is on promoting
healthy children, families and individuals through early intervention and health teaching. Services

rendered in the clinic setting

made

in crisis situations or

are:

child health, adult screening, and immunizations.

when needed

Home visits are

health care cannot be given in the clinic.

Senior health

services are provided at congregate housing sites.

Over the past two years Senior Health Clinics have expanded to reach out to seniors who may
required a monthly check by a nurse of their blood sugar, blood pressure, and/or diabetes
management. The expansion of these services was in response to the decrease in Medicare services
to seniors.

Professional and para-professional hourly
basis.

home

services are provided

Health education and instruction are part of each

Anyone

in

Allenstown

may

home

visit

on a

or clinic

private fee-for-service

visit.

request service; patient, doctor, health facility, pastor, friend or

The nurse who completes an assessment will coordinate with the patient's physician a
plan of care to meet the patient's specific needs. If the patient does not have a physician the nurse
will assist the patient to identify one and schedule a visit. The agency has developed a program
with the NH-Dartmouth Family Practice Residency Program to coordinate a house call visit by a
neighbor.

resident to a frail elder's

home who

is

unable to leave his/her home.
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Town of

Allenstown

A call to

Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (1-800-924-8620) is all that is necessary to
start services or make inquiries. The CRVNA office is open Monday through Friday from 7:30am
to 5:00pm. A nurse is on call twenty- four hours a day. The On-Call Nurse can be reached by
calling 1-800-924-8620.

Federal regulations specify a charge

without health insurance and/or

who

is
is

applicable to

all visits.

unable to pay the

regulations require a financial statement be completed

community

flill

by

Fees are scaled for the individual

charge.

However,

to fee scale, federal

the patient or responsible person.

health services are provided to residents often times free of charge.

subsidize those visits that are scaled or that no fee

The

Town monies

is collectible.

is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed by the State of New Hampshire,
by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) with
commendation and is a member agency of the United Way of Merrimack County.

This agency
accredited

Total visits

made during October

1,

2000 through September

No of Clients

Home Care/Hospice
Community Health

48

30, 2001:

Visits

2,267

Services

16

16

Dental

2

2

Health Clinic

5

5

Senior Health

55
17

220

95

260

143

2,527

-

frnmunizations

-

-

-

Baby's Homecoming
Community Health Total
-

Total Clients and Visits

17

24 Senior Health Clinics
1 Immunization Clinic
2 Flu Clinics
2 Adult Bereavement Support Groups

2 Hospice Volunteer Training Group
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MERRIMACK COUNTY

UNIVERSITY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE

315 Daniel Webster Hwy.
Boscawen, NH 0330J
(603) 225-5505

COOPERATIVE^^ EXTENSION

(603)796-2151
Fax; (603) 796-2271
ceinto.unh.edu
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UNH Cooperative Extension
County Offices

The University of New Hampshire, Cooperative Extension

is

your local link to

people of all ages, helping them make informed

Belknap County

practical, research-based education to

527-5475

decisions that strengthen youth, families, and communities, sustain natural resources,
forests, wildlife

Carroll

County

539-3331

Cheshire County

and agricuhure, and improve the economy.

Merrimack County residents benefit from a wide range of Extension offerings, which
include 4-H and youth development programs, monitoring water quality in lakes and
rivers, reducing the use of pesticides, parenting programs, land use management, food
safety, forest stewardship, family finances, meeting the needs of low income families,
strengthening our communities and developing a strong volunteer base while

352-4550

providing a wide range of information to citizens. Extension also offers the public an
outreach hotline with a toll-free Family,

9am

2pm

Coos County

through Friday,

788-4961

from Merrimack County

to

(1-877-398-4769) and

handled a

total

Monday

of 1,198 requests

to forest

landowners, food producers and plant

growers that help keep their enterprises profitable, thus preserving open space and
protecting natural resources.

787-6944

it

Line, staffed

residents.

Extension staff provide education
Grafton County

Home & Garden Info

Many studies show

that

open space helps keep property

it places few demands on taxpayers for services. Extension also provides
town plarmers and boards on zoning issues related to marketing from
roadside stands, garden centers, pick-your-own operations, and best management

taxes low, as
assistance to

Hillsborough County

Goft'stown- 621 -1478

practices fro the production of agricultural crops and livestock.

Milford- 673-2510

UNHM - 629-9494

A major statewide Extension initiative, Strengthening New Hampshire Communities,
has impacted Merrimack County. Extension staff have worked with the commimities

of ways. Several Merrimack County towns have participated

in a variety
Merrimack County
796-2151

Extension's exciting Community Profile process. This past Fall a Community Profile
was completed in Hooksett. A Community Profile is a tool to help community
members create a vision about what they want their community to be like, and then

forms action groups

to reach those goals.

Rockingham County
679-5616

publication notebooks for
radio spots on

all

town

In addition Cooperative Extension provides

libraries.

The Extension

currently provides weekly

WKXL which offer information to the communities throughout the

County. Extension informafion can also be obtained from the
Strafford

County

in

Follow-up support

is

available from

Web

at

ceinfo.unh.edu

.

UNH Cooperative Extension staff.

749-4445

Other community efforts include after school programs, teen assessment projects,
wellness teams, town office visits, the Master Gardener program, working with town
Sullivan

County

863-9200

officials to

make

sure local ordinances are "agriculture-friendly" and assisting schools

with maintenance of athletic fields and landscaped areas.

The

staff in

specialists

Merrimack County includes nine Extension educators, two

and

three support staff Educators reach approximately

families in the county.
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Recycled paper

of New H.mipshirf Codperjlive Extension is .in cqii.il rtpportunity prtm .Uor .md t'niployei.
New Hampshire, U.S. Depjrlmenl of Agriculture and N.H. counties cooperaling.

Thf Univcrbily
University of

state

one of every four

Work

School Board

EVELYN GUILBEAULT
JOHN HAYWARD
LOUIS CONLEY

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

THOMAS IRZYK
LUCY MACISAAC

Expires 2002
Expires 2002

Expires 2003
Expires 2003
Expires 2004

Superintendent of Schools

THOMAS HALEY
Asst. Superintendent of Schools

Business Administrator

DAVID DZIURA

PETER AUBREY

Principal

ANTHONY SILVA
School Nurses

MARILYN BRISON
DENISE SCHMIDT

Treasurer

District

Clerk

KIMBERLY CARBONNEAU

VERONICA SPOFFARD

Moderator

Auditor

EUGENE VALLEE,

BRENT W. WASHBURN,

JR.
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C.P.A.

MINUTES OF THE ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING

FEBRUARY

3,

2001

District Deliberative Session was held on Saturday, February 3, 2001
Allenstown Elementary School. In attendance were officers of the Allenstown School
District, members of the School Administrative Office, Allenstown School Board members,

The Allenstown School

at the

faculty

and

staff

The school

and 35 registered

district

voters.

moderator Eugene Vallee,

followed with the Pledge of Allegiance.

He

Jr. called the meeting to order at 9:15 A.M.,
introduced the people at the head table: Lucy

Maclsaac, Evelyn Guilbeault, Lou Conley, John Hayward and Karen Dupont, School Board
Members; Tony Silva, Allenstown School District Principal; Dave Dziura, Assistant
Superintendent; Gene Vallee, School District Moderator; and Ronnie Spofford, School District
Clerk.

Gene

Valley stated the rules of the deliberative session, including

and Be considerate
Article 1:

No

personal attacks

to others.

TO HEAR THE REPORTS OF AGENTS, AUDITORS, COMMITTEES, OR
OFFICERS CHOSEN, AND TO PASS ANY VOTE RELATING THERETO.
Mr. Vallee stated to the audience, the Board

non-residents to speak.

- all were

in

Mrs.

needs a motion from the floor to allow
Mrs. Girard seconded the motion

Doane motioned and

favor.

gave his Annual School Report. He thanked residents for attending
this meeting and the School Board and SAU personnel for their time and effort. He
discussed the encouraging accomplishments of the students with the positive
reinforcements from his faculty and staff.
He stated the Playground has been
completed for the students. The District has cancelled their 20-minute recess to allow
students more time for instruction, giving the students 60 more hours a year of
academics.
He also commented the Grade 8 Graduation Ceremony has been
replaced by a Student Recognition Night. He mentioned the faculty is still working on
redesigning their curriculum via workshops for academic and developmental needs of
the students. The district has improved in the technology field due to the increase
number of computers. And, the District is still utilizing the Character/Citizen Programs
to emphasize on the positive reinforcement built into the curriculum such as DARE,
Project Wizard and Character Education.
Mr.

Article 2:

Tony

Silva

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE AS AN
OPERATING BUDGET. NOT INCLUDING APPROPRIATIONS BY SPECIAL
WARRANT ARTICLES AND OTHER APPROPRIATIONS VOTED SEPARATELY,
THE AMOUNT SET FORTH ON THE BUDGET POSTED WITH THE WARRANT,
OR AS AMENDED BY VOTE OF THE FIRST SESSION, FOR THE PURPOSES SET
FORTH THEREIN TOTALING $6,519,303.
SHOULD THIS ARTICLE BE
DEFEATED, THE OPERATING BUDGET SHALL BE $6,462,858, WHICH IS THE
SAME AS THE LAST YEAR, WITH CERTAIN ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED BY
PREVIOUS ACTION OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, OR BY LAW, OR THE
GOVERNING BODY MAY HOLD ONE SPECIAL MEETING IN ACCORDANCE
WITH RSA 40:13, X AND XVI TO TAKE UP THE ISSUE OF A REVISED
OPERATING BUDGET ONLY.
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NOTE: WARRANT ARTICLE #2 (OPERATING BUDGET ARTICLE) DOES NOT
INCLUDE INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES #3, #4, #5 AND #6.
At this point, the School Board Members, John Hayward, Karen Dupont, Lou Conley,
Evelyn Guilbeault and Lucy Maclsaac, stated it would be easier to explain the budget,

one tinne, to get a total picture of the budget, even it that meant
discussing a budget item pertaining to another warrant article at this time. With that
in mind, each school board member answered all questions that were asked from the
residents as it pertained to the line budget as it was displayed on the large screen.
"line

Article 3:

by

line" at

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE COST
ITEMS SET FORTH IN THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT REACHED
BETWEEN THE ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL BOARD AND THE ALLENSTOWN
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION FOR THE 2001/02, 2002/03 AND 2003/04 FISCAL
YEARS WHICH CALLS FOR THE FOLLOWING INCREASE IN SALARIES AND
BENEFITS:
2001/02

OPERATING A MODULAR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

CLASSROOM

The School Board Members explained
budget. They explained to the voters,

AT

UNIT

THE

ALLENSTOWN

budget item while explaining the overall
would have the option to
replace it or get rid of it, at the end of the leasing agreement. This is the reason the
School Board recommends this article and the Budget Committee does not
recommend this. The Budget Committee would like to purchase this modular.

Article 6:

this

with a lease, they

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO CREATE AN EXPENDABLE GENERAL
TRUST FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 198:20-C TO BE KNOWN AS
THE TECHNOLOGY REPLACEMENT TRUST FUND, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
REPLACING UNUSABLE AND/OR OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT AND
SOFTWARE IN THE DISTRICTS SCHOOL AND FURTHER TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE FROM SURPLUS AND TO AUTHORIZE THE USE/TRANSFER OF
UP TO $4,000 FROM THE JUNE 30, 2001 FUND BALANCE FOR THIS PURPOSE.
makes

sense

keep up with the
ever-increasing speed of technology; which would enable our students to be
resourceful and educated in this field.

The School Board explained

Article 7:

that article

perfect

to

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT SHALL ACCEPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 195-A (AS
AMENDED) PROVIDING FOR THE RENEWAL OF AN A.R.E.A. SCHOOL
LOCATED IN PEMBROKE TO SERVE STUDENTS IN GRADES 9-12 FROM THE
SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF ALLENSTOWN, CHICHESTER AND EPSOM, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE PLAN ON FILE WITH THE
DISTRICT CLERK AND CONTINGENT UPON THE APPROVAL OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
(NOTE:
THIS ARTICLE ASKS WHETHER VOTERS WISH TO MODIFY THE
EXISTING A.R.E.A. AGREEMENT WITH PEMBROKE ACADEMY. THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE WOULD GRANT ONE MEMBER OF THE ALLENSTOWN,

CHICHESTER AND EPSOM SCHOOL BOARDS VOTING STATUS ON THE
PEMBROKE SCHOOL BOARD FOR ALL MATTERS RELATED TO GOVERNANCE
OF PEMBROKE ACADEMY. OTHER CHANGES NULLIFY THE EXCLUSIONS OF
CERTAIN EPSOM STUDENTS AND BRING THE AGREEMENT INTO
COMPLIANCE WITH CURRENT STATUTE.)
The School Board explained that this article must be voted upon
districts involved at their own town elections.
Article 8:

TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES
EMBRACED IN THE WARRANT.
It

Article 9:

was mentioned

that volunteers are a

need

IN

favorably by

all

RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS

for a facility

committee.

TO TRANSACT OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID
MEETING.
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Kneeland was thanked for giving a scrapbook. Information regarding the State
Funding Meeting would be forwarded by being publicized.
Karen Dupont was
thanked for her six years of dedication to the School Board.
Mr.

Mrs. Girard motioned to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Jan Shichkin

The

Deliberative Session

ended

at 11:17

-

all

were

in

favor.

A.M.

Respectfully submitted by,
Veronica F. Spofford
School District Clerk

The

following

is

the result of the March 13, 2001 vote of the School District of Allenstown,

New

Hampshire:

SCHOOL BOARD

(3 years)

Lucy Maclsaac

SCHOOL BOARD
Tom

408 votes
(2 years)

20 votes

Irzyk

SCHOOL MODERATOR
Eugene

Vallee,

(1

year)

376 votes

Jr.

SCHOOL DISTRICT CLERK

(1

year)

None

SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER

(1

Kim Carbonneau

year)

422 votes

ARTICLES:
Article 1:

SHALL THE REPORTS OF AGENTS AND AUDITORS AND COMMITTEES OR
OFFICERS CHOSEN BE ACCEPTED AND PLACED ON FILE?

YES
Article 2:

NO

•445
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TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE AS AN
OPERATING BUDGET, NOT INCLUDING APPROPRIATIONS BY SPECIAL
WARRANT ARTICLES AND OTHER APPROPRIATIONS VOTED SEPARATELY,
THE AMOUNTS SET FORTH ON THE BUDGET POSTED WITH THE WARRANT
OR AS AMENDED BY VOTE OF THE FIRST SESSION, FOR THE PURPOSES SET
SHOULD THIS ARTICLE BE
FORTH THEREIN, TOTALING $6,519,303.
DEFEATED, THE OPERATING BUDGET SHALL BE $6,462,858 WHICH IS THE
SAME AS LAST YEAR, WITH CERTAIN ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED BY
PREVIOUS ACTION OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, OR BY LAW, OR THE
GOVERNING BODY MAY HOLD ONE SPECIAL MEETING IN ACCORDANCE
WITH RSA40:13, X AND XVI TO TAKE UP THE ISSUE OF A REVISED
OPERATING BUDGET ONLY.
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6

1

NOTE: WARRANT ARTICLE #2 (OPERATING BUDGET ARTICLE) DOES NOT
INCLUDE INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES #3 #4, #5 AND #6.
This

article is

recommended by

YES
Article 3:

the School Board and the Budget Committee

NO

31

220

THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE COST
ITEMS SET FORTH IN THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT REACHED
BETWEEN THE ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL BOARD AND THE ALLENSTOWN
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION FOR THE 2001/02, 2002/03 AND 2003/04 FISCAL
YEARS WHICH CALLS FOR THE FOLLOWING INCREASE IN SALARIES AND

TO SEE

IF

BENEFITS:
$184,322
$117,822
$115,150

2001/02
2002/03
2003/04

AND FURTHER TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $184,322 FOR THE
2001/02 FISCAL YEAR, SUCH SUM REPRESENTING THE ADDITIONAL COSTS
ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE INCREASE IN SALARIES AND BENEFITS AGREED TO
BY THE ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL BOARD AND THE ALLENSTOWN EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION.
This article

is

recommended by

YES
Article 4:

the School Board and the Budget Committee

NO

341

207

THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE COST
ITEMS SET FORTH IN THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT REACHED
BETWEEN THE ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL BOARD AND THE ALLENSTOWN
PARAPROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE 2001/02 FISCAL YEAR WHICH
CALLS FOR THE FOLLOWING INCREASE IN SALARIES AND BENEFITS:
FUND IV
$4,700
$44,543
FUND
OF $49,243 FOR THE
THE
SUM
APPROPRIATE
AND
RAISE
FURTHER
TO
AND
ADDITIONAL COSTS
THE
2001/02 FISCAL YEAR, SUCH SUM REPRESENTING
ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE INCREASE IN SALARIES AND BENEFITS AGREED TO
BY THE ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL BOARD AND THE ALLENSTOWN
PARAPROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION?

TO SEE

IF

I

This article

is

recommended by

YES
Article 5:

the School Board and the Budget Committee.

NO

318

22

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $30,000 FOR THE 2001/02 FISCAL YEAR FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEASING,
FURNISHING AND OPERATING A MODULAR CLASSROOM UNIT AT THE
ALLENSTOWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
This article

is

recommended by

the School Board and not

Budget Committee.
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recommended by

the

YES
Article 6:

266

-328

TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO CREATE AN EXPENDABLE GENERAL
TRUST FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 198:20-C. TO BE KNOWN AS
THE TECHNOLOGY REPLACEMENT TRUST FUND, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
REPLACING UNUSABLE AND/OR OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT AND
SOFTWARE IN THE DISTRICT'S SCHOOLS AND FURTHER TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE FROM SURPLUS AND TO AUTHORIZE THE USE/TRANSFER OF
UP TO $4,000 FROM THE JUNE 30, 2001 FUND BALANCE FOR THIS PURPOSE,
AND TO DESIGNATE THE SCHOOL BOARD AS AGENTS TO EXPEND.
This article

is

recommended by

YES
Article 7:

NO-

the School Board and the Budget Committee.

NO

350

1

83

THE SCHOOL DISTRICT SHALL ACCEPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA
AMENDED) PROVIDING FOR THE RENEWAL OF AN A.R.E.A. SCHOOL
LOCATED IN PEMBROKE TO SERVE STUDENTS IN GRADES 9-12 FROM THE
SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF ALLENSTOWN, CHICHESTER AND EPSOM, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH PROVISIONS OF THE PLAN ON FILE WITH THE DISTRICT
CLERK AND CONTINGENT UPON THE APPROVAL OF THE STATE BOARD OF

TO SEE

IF

195-A (AS

EDUCATION.

ASKS WHETHER VOTERS WISH TO MODIFY THE EXISTING
AGREEMENT WITH PEMBROKE ACADEMY. THE MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE WOULD GRANT ONE MEMBER OF THE ALLENSTOWN, CHICHESTER
AND EPSOM SCHOOL BOARDS VOTING STATUS ON THE PEMBROKE SCHOOL
BOARD FOR ALL MATTERS RELATED TO THE GOVERNANCE OF PEMBROKE
ACADEMY. OTHER CHANGES NULLIFY THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN EPSOM
STUDENTS AND BRING THE AGREEMENT INTO COMPLIANCE WITH CURRENT
(THIS ARTICLE

A.R.E.A.

STATUTE.)

YESArticle 8:

TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES
EMBRACED IN THE WARRANT.
YES

Article 9:

NO-

395

NO

348

108
IN

RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS

127

TO TRANSACT OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID
MEETING.

YES
I

certify that is

NO

361

a true copy attest.

Veronica
District

F. Spofford
Clerk

81
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BRENT W. WASHBURN, CPA
64 Hooksett Turnpike Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301-8400
Telephone (603) 224-6133

REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL
REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
December

8,

2001

The School Board
Allenstown School District
Allenstown, New Hampshire 03234
have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Allenstown School District as of
and for the year ended June 30, 2001 and have issued my report thereon dated December 8,
2001.
conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and
Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
I

,

I

,

Compliance

As

whether the Allenstown School District's
performed tests of its compliance
statements are free of material misstatements,
regulations,
and
grants,
non-compliance with which
with certain provisions of laws,
contracts,
could have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts.
However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of my
do not express such an opinion. The results of my tests disclosed no
audit, and accordingly,
instances of non-compliance.
part of obtaining reasonable assurance about

financial

I

I

Over Financial Reporting
planning and performing my audit,

Internal Control
In

I

obtained understanding of the Allenstown School

over financial reporting in order to determine my auditing procedures
purpose of expressing my opinion on the financial statements and not to provide
assurance on the internal control over financial reporting. My consideration of the internal
control over financial reporting would not necessary disclose all matters in the internal control
A material weakness is a
over financially reporting that might be material weaknesses.
condition in which the design or operation of one of more of the internal control components
does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that misstatements in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected
within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
noted no matters involving the internal control over financial reporting and its
operation that consider to be material weaknesses.
District's internal control

for the

I

I

This report is intended for the information of the Audit Committee, management, and federal
awarding agencies, pass through entities. However this report is a matter of public record and
its

distribution

is

not limited.

extend my thanks to the officials and employees of the Allenstown School
assistance during the course of my audit.
I

Brent

82

District for their

W. Washburn, CPA

Appendix on

Internal Controls

an Appendix to the December 8, 2001 Allenstown School District report on internal
controls and compliance based on an audit performed in accordance with Government
The following are items that came to my attention during the audit
Auditing Standards
regarding the design and operations of internal controls and compliance with laws,
regulations, and other provisions of contracts and grants:
This

is

.

1.

Inventory of Fixed Assets
Inventory of fixed assets represents a significant control tool in monitoring the
School District assets and is essential to prepare reliable financial statements.

Criteria:

The School

District does not have a schedule of assets controlled by the
Schedules of assets purchased by federal grants has been
maintained. The School District would need to implement the new reporting model
for years beginning after June 15, 2003 as required by the Governmental Accounting
and Financial Reporting Standards Statement 34 - Basic Financial Statements and
management's Discussion and Analysis for State and Local Governments. This new
model requires fixed assets to be included although it would not require retroactive

Condition:

School

District.

:

infrastructure reporting.

Cause: The normal practice of governmental units in New Hampshire has been to
expense the fixed asset as purchase, and not to maintain any detail schedule of
assets

in

use.

Recommendation: The District cause an inventory of these assets as soon as practical.
The existence of fixed asset records will not only aid district officials in their control of
these assets, but should be an invaluable tool in long range planning. General
accepted accounting principles require fixed asset reporting as part of the general
purpose financial statements and the audit opinion is being qualified due to the
omission of this schedule.
Management Response: Initial physical Inventory of assets accomplished in November,
2000 by American Appraisal Associates. Currently in process of updating database
with changes which have occurred since the physical inventory.
2.

Student Activities
The School

has established policies for the student activity fund.
accounts are controlled by the principal.
Checks
drawn on one of the two student activity accounts were signed by a signature stamp
rather than having an original signature.
Cause: The principal is usually in a different physical location than the checkbook for
this student activity checkbook.
Recommendation: The disbursements from student activity accounts do not have the
same level of internal control procedures as the ones paid by procedures in the
general fund.
The principal is the internal control for student activities and
demonstrates that by the original signature on the check. The policies for student
activities funds should be modified to require the principal's original signatures on the

Criteria:

Condition:

District

The student

activities

checks.

Management Response: Problem has been discussed
signature

83

with

the

Principal

and

the

3.

Unsecured Cash
Criteria:

The

School

internal control

procedures are designed

to

safeguard the assets of the

District.

The bank balance as per the bank statements at times was over the amount
insured by federal bank deposit insurance. At one point during the year the balance

Condition:

reached $1,362,734.
Cause: The need for manageable requests from the Town
results

in

for

money

appropriated

large deposits.

be analyzed to insure that the cash balance is
maintained at its lowest possible amount. The School District currently has two
account with the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool: 1) GENERAL
FUND, 2) STATE EDUC GRANT. The New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment
Pool - general fund could be utilized to a great extent to reduce the exposure of
large check account balances.
Management Response: Continuing to work with the elected Treasurer to insure that
School District are always protected by transferring excess balances into the
available secured accounts at their disposal.

Recommendation: The cash

flow
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REVISED 2000

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENLTE ADMINISTRATION

MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O.

BOX 487, CONCORD, NH

03302-0482

(603)271-3397
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SCHOOL BUDGET FORM
BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Sckool District:

ALLENSTOWN

Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for

tlie

Fiscal Year

From

July

1,

'^

U U ^ to June 30,

^^^ ^

IMPORTANT;
Please read

l.Use

tkis

form to

list

ALL APPROPRIATIONS

Tnis means tne operating tuaget ana
2.

Hold

3.

When

rile

at least

RSA 32:5

one public bearing on

all

sperial

applicatle to

all niTinicipalities.

in tne appropriate

ana inaiviaual warrant

recommended ana not recommentieJ
articles must be postett.

area.

tbis budget.

completed, a copy or tne budget must be posted witn tbe warrant. Another copy must be placed on

witn tbe scbool

We Certify This

clerk,

Form

and a copy sent to the Department

Was

Posted on (Date):

ll ll

ot

Revenue Administration

at the

above address.

1^1
'

BUDGET COMMITTEE
lease sign in in

fi^t

u
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
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you have Collective Bargaining Cost items

LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT ALLENSTOWN
:

|

FISCAL YEAR END 6/30/2003

Column A

Budget

-

School District of ALLENSTOWN

FY

2002/2003

MS-27
1

2

Budget

-

School District of ALLENSTOWN

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #53 BUDGET
2002/03

Estimated Revenues

Account
770
1000

Number

Description

Unreserved Fund Balance, June 30, 2002.

LOCAL REVENUE EXCLUSIVE OF DISTRICT SHARE
998,326.00

Tuition/Transportation

TOTAL REVENUES

Function

$

998,326.00

REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July

Cash on Hand

July

1,

1,

2000 to June

30, 2001

2000

$

Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
Received from Other Sources

$2,574,228.00
4,739,791.65
201,567.51

TOTAL RECEIPTS
Total

Amount

Less

for

7.515.587.16
$7,894,100.13
7.403.906.92
$ 490,193.21

Available for Fiscal Year

School Board Orders Paid
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 2001

KIMBERLY CARBONNEAU
District

Treasurer

STATISTICAL REPORT
day

Session
Total Enrollment
Percent of Attendance
Average Daily Attendance
Half

in

378,512.97

360
732
94.5

624.0

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Concord,

NH 03302-0457

To: Allenstown

Your report
scliooi

of appropriations voted

and property taxes

to

be raised

for the

2001/02

year has been approved on the following basis:

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
Revenues and

$

Credits:

Unreservered Fund Balance

Revenue From State Source:
State Education Grant

School Building Aid
Catastrophic Aid
Child Nutrition

Revenue From Federal Sources:
Child Nutrition

Program

Grants
Medicaid

Revenue Not Taxes:
Mis. Revenue

Local

Earnings on Investment
Transportation

School Lunch Sales
Tuition

TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS
LOCAL DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
STATE EDUCATION TAX ASSESSMENT
TOTAL APPROPRIATION

~$

6,756,868.00

Andrea M. Reid, Director
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SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS REPORT

There

considerable interest and controversy throughout our nation regarding the topic
of high-stakes assessment.
It
is a widely-held belief that education will improve and
is

educators will be held more accountable if students are frequently given national or statewide standardized tests. The results of these tests, proponents say, should be relied upon to
determine how effective schools and teachers are, what the best curriculum is, how funding
should be allocated and which students graduate. Given the importance of decisions which
might be made based upon the results of such testing, it is easy to see why the concept has

been christened "high stakes."
Recently
came across a short article in an educational publication which thought
presented a humorous yet insightful look at the validity of high stakes testing as a means of
assessing educational success. It is entitled The Best Dentist and was authored by John
Taylor, Superintendent of the Lancaster County (Pennsylvania) School District.
hope it
gives you a chuckle as well as some food for thought.
I

I

I

My

dentist

is

great!

He sends me

reminders so

I

don't forget checkups.

He

based on research. He never hurts me, and I've got
all my teeth, so when I ran into him the other day,
was eager to see if he'd
heard about the new state program. I knew he'd think it was great.
uses the

latest techniques

I

you hear about the new

program

measure the effectiveness of
" he said.
"How will they do
"
that?" "It's quite simple, / answered. "They will just count the number of cavities
each patient has at age 10, 14, and 18 and average that to determine a dentist's
rating. Dentists will be rated as Excellent, Good, Average, Below Average and
"Did

state

dentists in treating their young patients?"

Unsatisfactory.

That

way parents

will

I

said.

to

"No,

know which

are the best dentists.

also encourage the less effective dentists to get better

improve could lose

their licenses to practice.

"

Poor

"That's terrible,

"

dentists

he

who

It

will

don't

said.

"What? That's not a good attitude, " I responded. "Don't you think we should
improve children's dental health in this state?" "Sure I do," he said, "but

try to

way to determine who is practicing good dentistry. " "Why not?" I
asked. "It makes perfect sense to me." "Well, it's so obvious," he said, "don't
you see that dentists don't all work with the same clientele; so much depends on
things we can't control. For example, many of the patients work with don't see
me until there is some kind of problem and don't get to do much preventive
work. Also, some of the parents I sen/e let their kids eat way too much candy
that's not a fair

I

I

from an early age. To top it all off," he added, "many of my clients have well
water which is untreated and has no fluoride in it. Do you have any idea how
much difference early use of fluoride can make?"

95

"

couldn't believe my dentist
sounds like you're making excuses," I said.
patients are as good as
said.
"My
best
not!"
he
"I
am
defensive!
so
would be
anyone's, my work is as good as anyone's, but my average cavity count is going
to be higher than a lot of other dentists because I chose to work where I am
needed most. In a system like this, will end up being rated average, below
average, or worse. Some patients who see these ratings may believe this socalled rating actually is a measure of my ability and proficiency as a dentist.
They may leave me, and I'll be left with only the most needy or indifferent
patients. And my cavity average score will get even worse. On top of that, how
attract good dental hygienists and other excellent dentists to my practice if it
will
is labeled below average?"
I

"It

I

I

"I

think

you are overreacting,"

I

said.

"Complaining, excuse-making

and

stonewalling won't improve dental health...! am quoting a leading member of the
"It's the Dental Oversight
"What's the DOC?" he asked.
DOC," I noted.
"
Committee, " I answered, a group made up of mostly laypersons to make sure
dentistry in this state gets improved."

won buy
't

"How

it,

"

he said

consuming,"
bottom line.

I

measure good

"Observe

said.

Reasonable people

can't believe this!

hopefully.

else would you

work," he said.

"I

my

dentistry?"

processes."

"Cavities are the bottom

I

"That's too
line,

"Come watch me
complicated and time

asked.

and you

can't argue with the

an absolute measure." "That's what I'm afraid my parents and
"This can't be
will think," he responded despairingly.
happening. " "Now, now, " I said "don't despair The state will help you if you are
rated poorly; they'll send a dentist who is rated excellent to help straighten you
out. " "You mean, " he said, "they'll send a dentist with a totally different clientele
to show me how to work on severe dental problems with which I have probably
It's

prospective patients

had much more experience? Big

help!"

"There you go again," I said. "You aren't acting professionally at all." "You
don't get it, " he shouted. "Doing this would be like grading schools and teachers
with an average score on a test of children's progress without regard to

home, social issues, the community
served. Why would they do something so unfair to dentists? No one would ever
think of doing that to schools." I just shook my head sadly. "I'm going to write
my representatives and senator," he said. "I'll use the school analogy-surely
they will see the point.
influences outside the school,

like

the

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas Haley
Superintendent of Schools
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ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT 2001/02
summer

new mission statement for our
"The Allenstown School District is committed to graduating all of its
students prepared for success as effective communicators; problem solvers; community
This past

school

contributors;

and

the Allenstown School Board adopted a

reads:

district that

life-long,

self-directed learners."

driving force behind initiatives,

new and

old, that

become

This mission statement has

the

are designed to improve instruction.

Two

years ago the Allenstown School District committed its energies to re-designing our
schools' curriculum by participating in the Best Schools Leadership Initiative sponsored by the

New Hampshire Department

A

of Education.

great deal of work has been completed by groups

in each curriculum area (Science, Social Studies, Math and English).
am pleased
announce that by the end of this year the Math, Science, Social Studies, Physical Education
and Life Skills teams will have completed curriculum guides in each area. These guides will
become the core of our instruction and the main focus of future professional development

of teachers

I

to

activities.

has made a major commitment this year at seeking input from the
community concerning the educational programming received by our children. Through our
Best Schools involvement, school and community members teamed to set up a dialogue by
In October, twenty school and community members
utilizing a concept called Study Circles.
met to discuss the relationship between the school and community. From this project our
school's web site has been enhanced, a school community newsletter has been developed and

The school

district

a volunteer program

is

being planned.

I

look forward to contributions to be

made

through

planned future Study Circles.

December

1998 the School Board formed a committee to investigate district's facility
needs. This group helped to identify and recommend facility improvements such as the new
roof and playground at Allenstown Elementary School, along with a much needed ventilation
system for Armand R. Dupont School. Recently, this committee made important long-range
facility recommendations to the school board aimed to further improve the quality of education
In

for

of

our children.

Character and Citizen Education continues to be a common theme in Allenstown's schools.
Scores of children receive well-deserved recognition at monthly assemblies that have become
an important part of our program. Currently, staff members are working on the development of
a Bullying Prevention Program that we plan to begin in both schools next year.
In closing,

I

look forward to the continued educational growth and development within the

Allenstown School District.
am confident that, with the support of the community, the staffs at
both the Allenstown Elementary School and the Armand R. Dupont Middle School can continue
to work toward our collective goal of educational excellence.
I

Sincerely,

Anthony

Silva, Principal

Allenstown School
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ARMAND R. DUPONT SCHOOL
NON-CERTIFIED ROSTER

Teacher Aide
Teacher Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide

Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide

Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide
Special Education Aide

Special Education Aide
Library Aide

Secretary
Secretary

Custodian
Custodian
Custodian

ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
ARMAND R. DUPONT SCHOOL
CLASS OF
Vanessa Agoubi
Lindsey Bean
Theodore (T.J.) Begin
Jena Bergevin

Kaitlyn

Lemay

Dakota Maclsaac
Sarah Martel

Kyle Blanchard

Katherine Martin
Melissa May

Samantha Bourgeois

Allison

Amber Bourke

Jamie Melanson
Mark Mele

McDonald

Jeremy Breton
Whitney Burton

Todd Newman

Andrew Conley

Dillon Ouellette

Stephanie Damon
Michael Decker
Jennifer

Melissa Palys

Sarah Pavnick
Brandy Phillips

Demers

Michelle Devine

Dana Plourde

Melissa Dickie
Craig Dostie

David Prescott
Kristin Relihan

Ross Dupont
Jenna Farrell

Brian Rondeau
Thomas Sanchez

Sarah Fleming

Daniel Silva

Scott Fleming

Amanda Skomurski

Tina Gelinas

Lynnette Spofford

Randal Gilbert

Christine Strachan

Shane Goulet
Joseph Hamel
Caton Hayward

N

2001

Amanda

Allisa

Swanson

Marc Temple
Charles

Thompson

Joshua Valley

Hill

Kayla Ingham
William Johnston

Elizabeth Viar

Leilani LaFleur

Heather Watson
Melissa Winship
Michael Withan
Jena Yeoman

Kiera Lassiter

Travis

Joshua

Kelly

Travis Kendall
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Young

ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH
SERVICE REPORT
2000/01
Report of Local Medical Services

ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUMMARY REPORT
SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURES/REVENUES

RSA 32: 11 -a, the following summary represents actual special
expenditures
and offsetting revenues for the previous two fiscal years.
education
In

accordance with

FY 1999/00
$1,259,896

Actual Expenditures

Actual

FY 2000/01
$1,412,001

Revenues
$

Catastrophic Aid

20,223

$

93,132

Medicaid

43,081

38,912

Federal Grant

68,166

76,343

Tuition

12,705

13,674

Transportation

Total Offsetting

Notes:*

Revenues

$

144,175

$

222,061

Actual expenditures represent a total of all designated special education
budget categories. Services provided through regular education categories

cannot be accurately segregated.
•

State Foundation Aid/Adequate Education Aid paid in both fiscal years above
contained various weighted stipends for those students identified as having
special needs. These cannot be accurately identified as a separate revenue
category.
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Day

Tuesday, January

21"'

Monday, February

18

Monday, May

Day

Independence

Labor
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Day

PcGsldents

Menvorial
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Day

27'''

TKursday, July 4

Day

Monday, September

Colunvbiis

Day

Monday, October iV
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Day

Monday,
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Day
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AllenstoWii

485-3395
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485-9953
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AttocriGy General

"
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Consumer Protection Bureau

Environmental Services
Governor's OfUce
Healtk 1)- Human Services
Motor Veklcle Division " Driver Licenses
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Public Utilities

Commission

271-2121
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271-2371
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271-3636
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Office

Veteran's Administration

271-3503

271-2431
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Suncook Post
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